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Abstract 

This thesis aims to provide answers to what causes dividend yielding stocks to outperform the 

market. Through the work of this thesis, we can attribute this to three underlying causes. 

We found that dividend yielding companies experience lower agency costs, via the flexibility of 

the free cash flow. How dividends provide better quality of earnings, and better quality of 

financial disclosures. This in return causing the underlying risk of the company to decrease, as 

dividend paying companies are less prone to report losses and less likely to report untruthful 

financial disclosure. Our study shows that these three things, can be attributed to have some 

explanatory powers, as to why dividend yielding stocks outperforms the market. These three 

factors should not be seen individually, but as an aggregate explanation for the performance. 

These findings are the product of the extrapolation of information from market data and analysis 

done on free cash flow, within theory of agency costs. 
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Purpose of thesis and introducing thoughts.  

Why we find this particular subject, interesting is because of the basic finance teachings we were 

taught, that Modigliani and Miller who famously wrote the Dividend irrelevance theorem. A 

theorem that states that dividend policy does not have an effect on price of a company or its 

stock, and is therefore said not to have an effect on the investor's wealth positively or negatively.  

Our initial spark of interest occurred when we both discussed the incentive for a company to pay 

dividends. Instead of other use of the free cash flow, such as buybacks or mergers and 

acquisitions, or the opportunity of keeping liquidity in the company, by retention of earnings. 

Through some research on the criticism of Modigliani and Miller’s theorem of irrelevance, we 

found that if you relax the assumptions of Modigliani and Miller, it does then seem that dividend 

matters. This is what we seek to establish and to understand in this thesis. The disconnect from 

the academic theory and practice is what we really find interesting. Finding empirical evidence 

that supports or rejects the claim of the early written theories, and might help the academic world 

come closer to the answer of why dividends matter. 

Our initial thoughts on writing our thesis with the topic of dividends, was quite different from 

what we ended up writing, but we believe this was for the better. First off, our thought was 

focused on the company side of the problems concerning dividend choices, in context of 

corporate governance. In the first meeting with our supervisor, he redirected our focus on to the 

evidently better performance of dividend investing to. This claim tricked us, and after doing some 

research we found, that high dividend yielding indices all over the world, was out performing 

their respective parent indices. We also found that this effect, was known under several names, 

we found it as, the effects of dividend.  
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The effects of dividend had long been known in the academic literature and maybe even longer 

within practitioners, and after researching the topic it became clear that for each person to 

acknowledge this effect, there is another trying to disclaim it. As we understood our supervisor, 

this is not only related to the academic world, it is the same way within practitioners as well. 

Even though there is disagreement, we found overwhelming evidence for existence of the effect, 

not only in literature, but also within market data from all around the world. 

Through this thesis when referring to capital gain, we refer to the positive/negative growth of the 

stock within a given time period. Whereas when referring to dividend, we refer to qualified 

dividends, as our perspective of the thesis is on long-term investment horizon. 

Earlier literature has first of all been discussing, whether or not, dividend policy of a given 

company matters, starting with Franco Modigliani and Merton Miller paper of irrelevance of 

capital structure in the 1950’s, and later and more important for this topic, their paper from 1961 

on the irrelevance of dividend, followed by Fischer Black’s paper on the puzzle of dividend from 

1976, on why companies’ payout dividend, when dividends at that time were higher taxed than 

capital gains. Harry DeAngelo and Linda DeAngelo, later published “the irrelevance of the MM 

dividend irrelevance theory”, in which they investigate the Modigliani and Miller notion, under 

relaxed assumptions. 

The vast amount of the research literature of the effects of dividend have primarily been made in 

relation to the north American market, we were therefore interested if earlier data had been 

snooping the data, or if this effect only concerned the north American market. 

This new view on dividends, helped us formulate our research question so that we, feel is fitting 

to answer. The research question is also formulated for us to keep wondering and explore the 

topic.  
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Research question 

 

Why have average high dividend yielding stock created a better return than the average non-

dividend paying stock, when Modigliani and Miller’s theory concludes that dividends are 

irrelevant.  

 

This question we seek to answer with a broader view in terms of markets, as we do not think 

prior literature have been robust enough to clearly map the effects of dividend. We therefore first 

reinvestigate the proof of the dividend effect, we do this by analyzing market data from a broad 

range of markets, this gives us not only large amounts of data, it also gives us different definition 

of high dividend yield indices. Our focus is on high dividend yield indices, and analyzing them in 

respect to their parent indices, this is done at an array of levels, Price, Gross, and Net returns. To 

make sure that our data is robust enough, and to ensure the reader that we are not scooping our 

data, in order to conclude what we like. Furthermore, to clarify the effect, is not created by a 

trend within interest rates, we have a sample of 88,5 years of data from the US analyzing total 

return divided into quintiles.   

After the dividend effect should be established, we investigate if earlier studies of taxation and 

risk as a possible explanation, and either confirm or reject their findings. Most theory within 

these two arenas, have be done on the north American markets, we have therefore chosen to see 

if our empirical finding, can conclude the same, and perhaps confirm that earlier findings 

conclusions, and even confirming it on an international level, and not just with in north America.  

If the case is that either taxation, risk, or a combination of both, we can conclude that the 
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investors themselves are creating the effect, by investing riskier, and therefore receiving higher 

returns, or demanding higher gross returns due to the effect of the historical difference between 

the taxation rate of dividends and capital gain. To help analyze this, we turn our attention to our 

empirical data, within the taxation question, we look at both price, gross, and net return, and if all 

three returns are higher, we can partly conclude that not all of the dividend effect stems from the 

taxation issue. In regard to risk, we look at a variety of measurements, including beta, a well-

known measurement within financial literature for systematic risk. To ensure a robust analysis, 

we additionally use volatility, Sharpe-ratio, and max drawdown, as measurements and indicators 

of risk. 

Our expectations to the first part of our analysis is in compliance with earlier findings. 

We will therefore seek to first understand the strategy of dividend investments, and what 

differentiates it from other investments strategies.  

 

As everything point to investors themselves not creating the excess return, we will shift our focus 

to companies, and apply agency theory on this cause, to establish if agency cost can help us 

explain why companies that payout dividend tends to outperform the rest of the market on the 

long run.  

Definitions 

This section will define some concepts and usage of general terms. 

The term Manager(s)/management is seen as the decision maker(s) within the relevant areas of 

context. 

Dividend yield, is the annualized dividend per share with a fiscal year, and shows how must a 

company pays out in dividend relative to the share price.  It is calculated as: 
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Annualized dividend per share / Price of the security = Dividend Yield 

Earnings per share, is the total earning within at the end of a fiscal year, and is used as a 

measurement of the portion of a company profits allocated to outstanding shares. It is calculated 

as: 

Net Earnings - preferred dividends / outstanding shares = Earnings per share 

Price earnings ratio, is a measure of the share price relative to the earning per share, and 

indicates what an investor can expect to pay for one price unit of the company's turnover. It is 

calculated as: 

Share price / Earnings per share = Price Earnings Ratio 

 

Scientific approach 

In understanding and describing the problems within in this project we use concepts in relevant 

theory of knowledge. Theory of knowledge is theory on how to conduct scientific research, 

reality of the research and how we obtain knowledge for the purpose of research and tests. 

Realities in this context, are paradigms, which can also be viewed as constructed worldviews. 

Paradigms provide us with a framework enabling us to understand and examine the world/reality 

as we observe it. In this thesis, we acknowledge the paradigm: Neo-Positivism. The Paradigms 

and the theory surrounding them, was made famous by Egon Guba (1990). 

The Neo-Positivism paradigm provides us with the ontology that we find fitting for the work and 

research done in this thesis. The ontology, the perception of reality, within the Neo-positivism 

paradigm helps us by defining the situation of reality, that reality exists with the description: 

compromised realism. This means that the true form of reality is somewhere out there, but to the 
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individual, dependent of our acknowledgement of it, because we are humans.  

In the case of this thesis, this acceptance of reality exists through the mechanisms of the stock 

market and the financial mechanisms behind it and the actors within it. The human biases and 

interaction within it, e.g. earlier research, helps us try and answer our research question. This 

should in turn help further our understanding and properly question our findings of our research 

and be able to accept, the construction of the reality in the form of its mechanics and actors.  

The epistemology question answered with the view of Neo-Positivism paradigm, answers that 

reality is acknowledged by the individual, through gaining objective knowledge, this is done with 

modifications. The ontology and the epistemology is based on the objective nature of the reality, 

but we as humans, cannot stop our biases, in context of our perception of reality. This description 

fits the work we have researched, in the context of the mechanisms and construction of the stock 

market and human interaction both around it and within it. 

 

Finally we look at methodology, which share most of its characteristics with Positivism. Two 

methods exist, and both take an experimental approach to we research the reality. The Neo-

Positivistic approach to research is based on the same as the Positivism, but once again 

modifications exits to. The research and the modification is: research is done in the natural 

habitat of things. Where positivism view on research more focused on an approach to situations 

in a controlled environment. We believe that the Neo-Positivism view, relates the best to our 

research done in our thesis. Most of our research is done on a sample level of a large population. 

We also view the stock market to be in its natural habitat and not a controlled environment, thus 

we or the actors within it cannot control all the factors and forces that drives the mechanics of the 

stock market. 
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Methodological Approach 

We focus on the three approaches from Heldbjerg’s (1997) work. The three approaches are an 

Analytical, a system and an actor-approach. The approach it relates to the most is the system-

approach. We approach this thesis and the understanding of the stock market and its, reality with 

the system approach. It correlates well to the above-mentioned explanation of the Neo-

Positivistic paradigm. 

 

The system based approach is used in combination with a deductive approach to obtain 

knowledge. The earlier literature and theories outlines general assumptions of reality, which we 

then apply to our research of high yielding dividend stocks.  

In our thesis, we use the system based approach, in our analysis of the theories and assumptions 

that are relevant to dividend investments. The approach looks at synergistic effects and the 

relations between elements and parts in a system. More specifically, in this thesis we examine the 

data of different part of the system, to find answers to the performance of high yielding dividend 

stocks. We review data and literature to understand what theory tells us about the system, how it 

should perform and other causes of its performance. Examination and research of the different 

parts of the system, should help deduce the effect of them and the result/reality it creates. The 

system approach reality, is said to be an objectively perceived reality and it does not dependent of 

us humans. We as humans, do depend on it, to see our own biased and compromised reality. 

Concept of the system approach takes views multiple parts that sums up the system, but the sum 

total of these cannot be explained by the simple sum of each participating unit. We look at our 

empirical evidence of many “units” and see if its leads us on to understand and answer our 

research question.  
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Literature review 

To widen our knowledge within the areas of investing, free cash flow and the usability of this, 

corporate governance, and other elements of the thesis, we have looked not only to academic 

papers, papers of practitioners, and general market reports, in order to understand the complexity 

of the dividend effect. 

Our primarily literature within practitioners come from Michael Clemens, who has been dealing 

with dividend investing for a vast amount of his career. He provides us with explanations on how 

dividend investments strategies work, and what characteristics investors look for. We use this for 

our thesis, in order to understand the marked, and used articles related to this, to evaluate what 

information the characteristics of dividend investing strategy, can provide us with, to understand 

the cause of the dividend effect. Even though there is a vast amount of theories on what causes 

the effect, we feel that the present literature is missing essential knowledge of the practitioners, 

and we hope that a combination of these elements will help shed new light on this topic. As most 

of these are secondary concepts or theories, they will be introduced as needed in the paper. 

Agency theory and the concept of free cash flow will be explained into depth in the following 

section, as these are the essential for the thesis.  

 

 

Agency theory 

The analyses primarily uses Michael C. Jensen and William H. Meckling (1976) section of 

agency cost, from their paper on agency theory, to investigate if this can help shed some light on 

why companies paying out dividend historically create excess return, relative to those companies 

who does not.  
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In order to understand the costs associated with agency cost, we have to understand the concept 

of agency theory. Jensen and Meckling defines the relationship between the principal and agent 

as “... a contract under which one or more persons (the principal(s)) engage another person (the 

agent) to perform, some service on their behalf which involves delegating some decision-making 

authority to the agent.” This relationship does not come without cost, as if both are seeking to 

maximize their own wealth, conflict of interest can arise, as the interest of the agent might not 

match the principals, leading the agent to maximize his wealth and not the wealth of the 

principal. The principal does not stand without the means to adjust the interest of the agent, to 

align it with his own. He can do so by establishing relevant incentives for the agent, furthermore 

the principal can engage in different monitoring mechanisms designed to limit the deviant 

behaving of the agent. This means of controlling the agent, does not come without cost, as it is in 

general not possible to ensure optimal decision making by the agent, at a cost of zero for the 

principal. I almost all principal agent relationships, there will incur monitoring and bonding, but 

there will still be some deviants between the decision of the agent and the maximization of the 

principal wealth. 

The cost of the relationship can therefore be seen as the amount lost by the principal due this 

deviant, and can the referred to as the residual loss. Jensen and Meckling therefore defines the 

agency cost as the combined cost of: 

• The monitoring expenditures by the principal 

• The bonding expenditures by the agent 

• The residual loss 

As this definition of relationship can be implied on both small local companies and large 

international corporations, it is sure to assume that the agency cost increases with growth, as 
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becomes increasing important to acknowledge when the separation of ownership and control 

happens. 

Jensen and Meckling view of agency theory, is fundamentally different from earlier literature, as 

the focus of Jensen and Meckling is on how to develop the contractual relation, of the principle 

and the agent, in order to provide the right incentives, so that the agents choices will reflect the 

interest of the principal and therefore maximize their wealth.  

To understand the behavior of the agent better, Jensen and Meckling, come to the conclusion that 

behavior of the agent might not change with the size of the company, but his interest might not 

potentially be aligned with the principal(s). If an agent own 100 percent of the equity of the 

company, he will ensure operational decisions maximizes his utility. All of these decisions might 

not only increase the intrinsic returns, but also the extrinsic aspects of his utility. Such as 

placement of office, the attractiveness of the staff, a larger than optimal company car, maybe with 

chauffeur, doing business with friends, etc. Jensen and Meckling refer to this as agents finding 

the optimal mix of the array of intrinsic and extrinsic benefits is obtained if the marginal utility of 

expenditures is equal to the marginal utility of an additional wealth. If as the agent's owner 

fraction falls, his claim on outcomes decreases, this matter, might encourage him to internalize an 

increasing amount of company's resources in shape of perks. This increases the motivation for 

shareholders to increase resources used on monitoring of his behavior. Thus, the agency cost 

increases as the proportional ownership of the agent decreases. Furthermore, as the proportional 

ownership of the agent decreases, so does his devotion, and incentive explore new possible value 

creating activities. 

With this explanation, the understanding of agency cost is now clear. The focus will there shift 

from agency cost as a general term, to the agency cost of the free cash flow. 
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Free cash flow 

Our definition of free cash flow for the thesis, is given to us by Jensen (2005), “... cash flow in 

excess of that required to fund all project that have positive net present values when discounted 

at the relevant cost of capital”. This can be shown as free cash flow to equity 

FCFE = Net income - Net capital expenditure - change in net working capital + new debt - debt 

repayment 

 

The reason for using the free cash flow to equity is our thesis, is that net capital expenditures 

absorb positive net present value investments, furthermore bondholders are paid of, which leave 

us only with excess cash for shareholders. We are including new debt as, we have seen 

companies obtain new debt in order to have large enough amounts of cash to process with their 

plans of, mergers and acquisitions, buybacks, or dividend payout. 

As we now know the definition of both agency cost and free cash flow, we can look into 

literature of agency cost of free cash flow, written by Michael C Jensen in 2005. 

 

Agency cost of free cash flow 

The payout policy of the companies, and the conflicts created by this have received little attention 

(Jensen 2005). The fact the payouts, such a dividend and to some extend repurchase of stocks, 

decreases the resources of which the managers have control over (i.e. owner definition of free 

cash flow), and thus decreasing his power (i.e. agency theory). Most managers have some sort of 

intrinsic or extrinsic incentive to growth a company beyond its optimal size, either with 

compensation on sales of the enterprise, as sales are positively related to size, or just the fact that 
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managers power increase with the growth of the company, as they will have larger pools of 

resources under their control (Jensen 2005) 

It can be assumed that the conflict of interest between the principle and the agent increases as 

payouts become larger and larger, notably within corporations that continuously generated large 

amount of free cash flow. In relation to agency theory, the main issues is on how to properly 

motivate managers to payout the cash rather than reinvesting in negative net present value 

project. 

As with general agency cost, monitoring can decrease the loss experienced but the principal, but 

related to the free cash flow, dividends and buyback can be seen as other monitoring 

mechanisms.  

 

Buyback should in theory generate capital gain for the principal, as the number of outstanding 

shares decrease, thus in theory increase the value of the shares, as the market value, now is 

allocated to a lower number of share. Furthermore, the agent is less flexible in relation to the free 

cash flow, as some of the cash is tied to buyback, and can therefore not be used for over-

investing. Thus, decreasing cost of the agent through the mean of less monitoring, and better 

alignment of interest. Even though less bad investments create lower residual loss, a manager is 

typically given some incentive to repurchase shares, instead of corporate growth, and some 

agency cost is therefore related to buybacks.  

Dividend can be seen as a better monitoring tool, as dividends are must more committed than 

buyback, as it the level of dividend is not obtained, the market will punish the corporation with 

large cuts in share price, giving the manager incentives to maintain dividends. As dividend create 

even less flexibility in relation to the free cash flow, then a buyback, should minimize the agency 
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cost further. But nothing is free, as if the level of dividend cannot be maintained, the principal 

will realize large losses, it is therefore important that the level is set right. 

 

Limitations and Empirical data 

Our work within this subject and this thesis’ research question is limited by a number of different 

factors. A big factor in the context of limitations is, the historic time-variance of the data sets we 

have collected. Our main source of data on the different indices are approximately within the 

same time period and scale. If the data used would have to large a variance in time it would bring 

doubt in how the conclusions would have any merit. Especially in the context of the stock 

market, which in its nature is very varying based on the factor of time. The importance of this is 

emphasized in our analysis of our research question, in the context of taxation as an explanation. 

Taxes and regulations of dividend stocks have changed many times just in the last few decades. 

The tax section in our thesis is limited to mainly focus on the tax legislation changes for the 

United States, for the purpose of saving time, while still having a meaningful conclusion on the 

matter. Other aspects of limitation in relation to our data, is the various markets we have chosen 

to base our analysis on. Our analysis mainly focuses on MSCI indices of the World, USA, 

Europe, Emerging markets and Japan. Also in addition to the once already mentioned, we take a 

look at the dividend aristocrats from the S&P 500. The S&P 500 dividend aristocrats index, is an 

index for large-cap companies that have managed to consistently increase its dividends every 

year, for 25 years at least. Every constituent of the index is review every January, and S&P Dow 

Jones requires a number of other requirements to be included in the index. We acknowledge that 

a larger sample size, would serve as a more representative of the market, this might limit us on 

our conclusions. Because of time constraints, we continue with six indices, we feel brings some 

variance, to represent the market.  
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The scope of this thesis is focused on the long-term explanations of the high dividend yielding 

stocks performance. We view this as an important statement as we want there to be substantial 

empirical evidence when we conclude on a possible cause of their performance, and thereby 

having statistical backing for the possible conclusions are important for us, and therefore a long-

term mindset of time aspect. 

In the case of theory used in this thesis, it is also possible that the time-aspect of when these first 

was published. Time changes a lot, and we have that in mind when we use theories of older 

date.   

As already mentioned our main source of data come from the index research site called MSCI. 

MSCI have existed for more than 40 years, and have for that time been doing index research and 

analytics for some of the biggest global asset managers (msci.com). To supplement our index 

data, we use Dow Jones index for dividend aristocrats for appropriateness. Another provider of 

data relevant to our thesis is from Factset. Factset is a company that does finance research, within 

multiple aspects of finance. The factor of time and relevance to answering our research question 

is applied to all of these mentioned entities. Other important mentions here are the Dow Jones 

(Standard and Poor), YahooFinance and LIBOR rates (London Interbank Offered Rate). Dow 

Jones related data, is somewhat compromised in the entirety of this thesis. S&P 500 Dividend 

aristocrats data, is primarily from data reports from April of 2016, instead of actual and recent 

return data. This is due to the lack of availability of dividend aristocrats raw data. We feel it is 

important to note, and we acknowledge the implications this have on the validity of our 

conclusions. 
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Finally, we mention the limitations within ourselves, as the writers of this thesis. We are both not 

finance majors, but we both are attracted to the existing disconnect in the finance theory of 

Modigliani and Miller and for today’s market situation. Whilst that being said the main focus of 

this thesis is to find what the explanations for the better performance of dividend stocks. 

Explanations we try to find in literature we are somewhat more familiar with.    

 

Early theoretical review. 

We believe that, in order to understand our theoretical questioning, it is important for us, that the 

reader, understand early literature review on the general subject of dividend payout, and why this 

literature, can create the illusion of dividend irrelevance, or even an illusion of dividends being 

value destroying for shareholders. 

  

Modigliani and Miller (1961) focus - dividend policy, growth and the valuation of shares. 

Modigliani and Miller wrote two articles fundamental to institutional and academic finance. In 

1958 Modigliani and Miller wrote their Nobel prize winning piece on Capital structure and in 

1961 on the irrelevance of dividend policy, growth and the valuation of shares. It is the latter, that 

this thesis has its fundamental questions and is the root cause of our research. We attempt to 

understand and figure out what the factors are, that drives the dividend yielding stocks to the 

better performance. More on this and proof of this is in our section on our empirical findings. 

In Modigliani and Miller (1961) dividend policy is said to have no influence on the current price 

of a share nor the total return for the investors. In this statement alone, we can start to question, 
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how our empirical findings can be explained by the effects of Modigliani and Miller’s 1961 

piece. The data shown in the section under our empirical finding proves that high dividend yield 

indices have performed better than their parent indices. (parent index, being the main index 

where the stock resides). Not only in one aspect, but in multiple aspects of measuring stock 

performance. According to Modigliani and Miller (1961) this seems to be a situation that 

contradicts the core fundamentals of their theorem of irrelevance of dividend. 

Modigliani and Miller (1961) theorem of irrelevance have like any other theory a set of 

assumptions to make the theorem work in its simplicity. The basic, but fundamental assumptions 

of the irrelevance theorem are: Perfect capital markets, rational behavior and perfect certainty. 

We continue with a short explanation of these assumptions. 

Perfect capital markets assumptions provide us with the information of a market where no 

transactions costs exist. Meaning there is no extra costs related to selling and buying shares. All 

participants of buying and selling shares have equal and costless information available, so no one 

participant has an unfair advantage. This gives no possibility of arbitrage opportunities while 

both parties, both seller and buyer, have equal information, information of same value. Finally, 

no tax differentials incur, in selling or buying shares. Modigliani and Miller assumes here that 

dividends and capital gains are treated, taxwise, on par with each other.  

The rational behavior assumption tells us that any investor is always preferring more wealth, and 

they are indifferent to the means of the gains in wealth. Increases of wealth can be in the form of 

cash payments or simply just an increase in the value of the shares they hold. Investors should be 

indifferent between such increases.  

Perfect certainty is available for all investments, and future profits are certain. This assumption 

defuses any need for distinguishing between different financial instruments, as a single one is 

assumed. 
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The equations and explanations following this section, depend upon these assumptions however 

simplistic these may seem. These are from Modigliani and Miller’s 1961 paper.  

With the assumptions mentioned above, we now have a market framework. Irrelevance of 

dividends are shown through their equation number 3. This equation equates the value of the 

entire enterprise, rather than the individual share valuation.   

Equation number 3: 

=
1

1 + 𝑝(𝑡)
(𝐷(𝑡) + 𝑉(𝑡 + 1) − 𝑚(𝑡 + 1)𝑝(𝑡 + 1)) 

Modigliani and Miller suggest that the dividend decision have not only one but two effects on the 

enterprise value, D(t) and -m(t) p(t+1), which is the value of the dividend and the value of the 

new share sold at time t with the closing price p(t+1), which is referred to as being a dividend 

policy problem. V(t+1) is the exclusion of dividend, market value of the enterprise. It is later 

concluded that in the ideal world, D(t) and -m(t) p(t+1) should cancel each other out and that 

implies that the future dividend policy has no effect on the future share price.   

The above-mentioned situation can be explained by elaborating Equation 3. Equation 4 brings 

two new elements to further explain the cancellation of the term D(t). the first addition is I(t), 

which equals to investments or an increase in physical assets. The last addition is the X(t) that 

denotes the company's total net profits for the period. Equation 4 can calculate the required 

amount of outside capital. 

𝑚(𝑡 + 1)𝑝(𝑡 + 1) = 𝐼(𝑡) − (𝑋(𝑡) − 𝐷(𝑡)) 
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The last equation, equation 5 is a combination of the two above explained. When equation 4 and 

3 is combined the D(t) term is then mathematically cancelled out, and the end result of the 

equation 5 is the value of the enterprise at the start of time = t. 

=
1

1 + 𝑝(𝑡)
(𝑋(𝑡) − 𝐼(𝑡) + 𝑉(𝑡 + 1)) 

All the parts of the equation are according to Modigliani and Miller (1961) independent of the 

dividend payout, D(t). and therefore, the value of the enterprise is also independent of the 

dividend. So, given the investment policy a given enterprise chooses to practice, the subsequent 

dividend policy will have no effect on the value on the enterprise or it shares now or in the future. 

Thereby the irrelevance of dividend, to company value is expressed in eq. 5.  

Blacks dividend puzzle 

Fisher Blacks is puzzled on why corporations’ payout high taxable dividends to investors, and 

why investors would want this. Blacks paper from 1976, can be seen as his interpretation of 

Modigliani and Miller’s theorem, but in his paper, he relaxes the assumption on tax and 

transaction costs.  

In his thoughts on the corporate side of the dividend puzzle, it is clear to him, that companies 

who does not payout dividends do not miss chances of positive investments, as they might have 

done, if cash was used for dividend. It is therefore believed that companies not paying dividends 

should have higher valued stocks than dividend paying companies. As to why investors would 

view dividend as something positive, could be that in order to generate cash from non-dividend 

yielding stocks, you need to sell them, and realize the costs of these transactions. Whereas with 

dividend yielding stocks, you do not need to sell, in order to generate cash. Even though the 

taxation is higher, for small investors in the lower taxation bracket, the transaction cost associated 
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to selling, might be higher than the taxation of dividend. But even if this is true, he is still 

overwhelmed on to what incentives companies have, as if investors want cash payouts, the 

corporation should allow them to buy bonds, and utilize the interest, and the corporation could 

subtract expenses on interest payments.  

Criticism of Modigliani and Miller.       

Irrelevance according to Modigliani and Miller is that, all possible dividend policies that 

managers could choose, yield the same shareholder value. Since Modigliani and Miller wrote 

their famous theory of irrelevance of dividends/dividend policy in valuation of stocks, they have 

been met by many critics. One of the main criticisms of their theory have been the simplicity of 

the assumptions and the restraints that that these creates upon the company in a theoretical 

setting. DeAngelo and DeAngelo’s article on the irrelevance of Modigliani and Miller’s 

irrelevance of dividend and payout policy strikes one very important note. That when the market- 

and capital structure assumptions are relaxed, and retention of earnings is possible, then 

dividends / dividend policy does have relevance for shareholder value. The most important of 

these assumptions to be relaxed is the assumption of ability of earnings retention.  

Modigliani and Miller's assumptions implies that dividend policy cannot change shareholder 

wealth, therefore it cannot have an effect for better or for worse. When these simplistic 

assumptions are relaxed, it is then possible for shareholder value to be changed, given the change 

and deviations in dividend and payout policy. When these assumptions are still active the effect 

these have on a dividend policy is that mirrored effect of the investment policy. When you allow 

for retention of earnings, then the irrelevance of dividend policy fades, because then it becomes a 

feasible outcome that not 100 percent of the free cash flow is distributed. 

This is due to the dividend policy choice of the managers can still be a suboptimal choice for the 
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company. This then makes it possible for companies not to payout the total present value of the 

free cash flows as dividends. DeAngelo and DeAngelo (2006) calls this the differentiation from 

Modigliani and Miller’s payout calls for full distribution of present value of investments to 

payout as dividends. This is also known as the Modigliani and Miller equivalence principle. After 

the relaxation of the assumptions investment policy is then no longer the sole determinant of 

value, the net present value tool for investments can then be used on the dividend policy, to make 

sure that the full present value is being paid out to outstanding shares. 

DeAngelo and DeAngelo (2006) argues that irrelevance is still obtainable, even with the ease of 

the assumptions mentioned above. This is due to a situation when managers are restricted to 

policies that payout 100 percent of free cash flow, rendering both investment and payout policy 

irrelevant. This is called costless contracting. Costless contracting exists when investment and 

payout policies are perfectly symmetrical in two ways. First is, that there exist decisions that are 

better than others. The second, is that both are irrelevant because of the underlying contract and 

its constraints precludes suboptimal choices. 

Investment policy is by Modigliani and Miller and their assumptions the "sole determinant" of 

value following the assumption, that 100 percent of the free cash flow generated must be 

distributed. DeAngelo and DeAngelo (2006) emphasize in their paper that both investment- and 

dividend policy needs to be optimized, to be able to generate the maximum wealth for 

shareholders. While they are both value relevant. Apply both policies with the terms of the net 

present value rule, but not require all of the free cash flow generated as a fixed amount for any 

choice of dividend policy.  

According to Black's (1976) dividend puzzle, taxation of dividends, should make companies less 

likely to pay out any dividends to its stockholders. DeAngelo and DeAngelo argues Black is 
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wrong by adopting the assumptions of Modigliani and Miller, because in doing so he believed 

that companies should never make any taxable payouts, because it did not change stockholder 

wealth. DeAngelo and DeAngelo end argument is Black was puzzled, by the strategies in line 

with Modigliani and Miller's assumptions, of why to payout taxable dividends at all.  

Ex-dividend-date effect. 

Ex-dividend date, is the day after of which a dividend paying share, must be held, to be eligible 

for receiving the dividend tied to the share.   

The ex-dividend-date effect, is the term used when a dividend yielding stock takes a price fall 

after the eligibility of the dividend expires. The empirical evidence points to that the decrease of 

the price is smaller than the dividends paid out. Elton and Gruber (1970) found in their work on 

the ex-dividend-day price behavior, that depending on the taxation of the dividend the ex-

dividend-day behavior changes. A dividend is tax-advantaged, if the capital gains taxation rate is 

smaller than the dividend taxation rate, due to this the decrease in price is less than the value of 

the dividend. Throughout the research on this topic, many studies have shown there to be 

somewhat an effect in the short-term. Elton and Gruber (1970) attributes this to the tax-clientele 

effects. Because of the differentiation of taxation on capital gains and dividends. 

They also found that if the data is sorted by dividend yield, there is a relation between the yield 

and the actual price change by the ex-dividend-date. Newer research on the topic done by Muñoz 

and Rodriguez (2016) complements the studies of Elton and Gruber. Their study was focused on 

the effects of a tax reduction in a period in time, their model found that the price drop ratio 

changed after the tax reduction. These findings confirm the same clientele effects as Elton and 

Gruber did.  
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Frank and Jagannathan (1998) studies the notion of ex-dividend-date price drop in a market 

where there are no taxes. Their study focuses on data from the Hong Kong stock market, that has 

no taxation on capital gains or dividends. They have similar findings as other studies, but with a 

market where the explanation is not to be found within margin tax differences. Yet they still 

found that the Ex-dividend-day price change was less than the amount of the dividend. Frank and 

Jagannathan attributes this to the type of buyers and sellers in the market and its surrounding 

microstructure. Most of the trades is analyzed to be on the last day of the dividend, occurring at 

the bid, and the rest of the transaction on the ex-dividend-date. They conclude that the tendencies 

for investors to place more buy orders at ex-dividend date and more sell orders on the dividend-

date, seem to be explaining this ex-dividend-date effect on a market with no taxes. 

Post Review statement 

Our review of early literature, should help us identify the pitfall and disconnects that exists 

between theories and reality in the context of dividends, and the decisions corporations have to 

make about them. This section outlines the early theoretical explanation of dividends and their 

effect or lack there off on shareholder wealth. Our thesis takes off with the fundamental 

understanding of where the theories of dividends started and how, it might have shortcoming 

results when compared to our empirical findings. The next section is exactly that of our empirical 

findings upon which we try to prove these shortcomings and the disconnects of the early theory.  
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Empirical Findings. 

While the sections above provide a fundamental understanding to the disconnect in Modigliani 

and Miller theorem to what actually affects dividend paying stocks. First off, we want to show 

some empirical evidence of the performance of dividend indices compared to their parent index. 

The empirical evidence show that dividend indices are performing better than their parent 

indices. This is the bread and butter of understanding and answering our research question. The 

initial step to answering our research question, requires us actually first to prove that there is 

empirical evidence for this outperformance as we mention. This is what this section is for, to 

provide evidence for the general understanding that dividend stocks outperform their parent 

index. Later we analyze and try to establish what factors that might explain this dividend 

outperformance. The indices chosen for this analysis are five high dividend yield indices and one 

special dividend index. The special index in this context is the S&P 500 dividend aristocrats.  

Initially to prove such statement we provide evidence such as we have backing for the claim. 

First of we want to show the relative total return (gross amounts) for the markets we have chosen 

to review.  

Table 1 -Annual return (gross) 

 

   Annual Total Returns 

Dividend index Parent index Years Beta 
Parent 
index 

dividend 
index Difference       

MSCI World HDY MSCI World 22 0,91 7,17 8,99 1,82 

MSCI USA HDY MSCI USA 17 0,77 5,74 7,65 1,91 

MSCI Europe HDY MSCI EU 22 0,96 7,00 8,76 1,76 

MSCI Japan HDY MSCI Japan 23 0,8 0,53 3,69 3,16 

MSCI EM HDY MSCI EM 17 0,93 9,62 12,70 3,08 

S&P 500 AD* S&P 500 27 0,8 9,20 11,90 2,70 

Average      2,41 
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Data from MSCI of 31 March 2017 and *S&P 500 dividend aristocrats report of April 2016. 

The numbers as seen in the table above, are calculated based on our data from MSCI and from 

S&P Dow Jones. All numbers are calculated based on the total return gross numbers for each 

respective index on a monthly basis. Table 1 shows, all the high dividend yield selection of the 

indices is performing on average 2,4 percent p.a. better. This shows that the dividend 

performance is not tied to a certain market, but is almost universal. Because for it to be 

completely universal we would have to include more high dividend yield indices. It is important 

to note the short range of years for most of the data used. Either way, we chose that these ranges 

are enough for us to analyze, and comment on. As shown in table 1, even though the beta is lower 

for all the high dividend yield indices, compared to parent index, they still manage to outperform 

them. More on the risk and volatility of the dividend indices is shown in tables 2.a and 2.b. 

Table 2.a – Volatility (%) 

 

   Volatility (%) 

Dividend index Parent index Years Beta 
Parent 
index 

dividend 
index 

Difference       
(in %) 

MSCI World HDY MSCI World 22 0,91 20,46 20,03 -2% 

MSCI USA HDY MSCI USA 17 0,77 20,42 18,35 -10% 

MSCI Europe HDY MSCI EU 22 0,96 24,00 24,26 1% 

MSCI Japan HDY MSCI Japan 23 0,8 24,45 22,52 -8% 

MSCI EM HDY MSCI EM 17 0,93 26,09 24,98 -4% 

S&P 500 AD* S&P 500 27 0,8 14,60 13,50 -8% 

average       -5% 

Data from MSCI of 31 March 2017 and *S&P 500 dividend aristocrats report of April 2016. 
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Table 2.b – Sharpe-ratio 

   SHARPE-RATIO 

Dividend index Parent index Years  

Parent 
index 

dividend 
index 

Difference       
(in %) 

MSCI World HDY MSCI World 22  0,36 0,48 33% 

MSCI USA HDY MSCI USA 17  0,34 0,51 50% 

MSCI Europe HDY MSCI EU 22  0,32 0,41 28% 

MSCI Japan HDY MSCI Japan 23  -0,04 0,13 -425% 

MSCI EM HDY MSCI EM 17  0,45 0,59 31% 

S&P 500 AD* S&P 500 27  0,40 0,70 75% 

average       44% 

Data from MSCI of 31 March 2017 and *S&P 500 dividend aristocrats report of April 2016. 

In the two tables above it is indicating that all but the European high dividend yield index, are at 

a lower volatility percentage than their parent index. This means that that the fluctuations in the 

high dividend yield indices are actually smaller in the value of the total returns (gross), except for 

the European high dividend yield index. Which for our data period, experienced a 1 percent 

higher volatility than its parent index.  

Table 2.b show the calculated Sharpe-ratios. The Sharpe-ratio tries to explain risk via a risk 

adjusted return. Sharpe-ratio compare the standard deviation and excess return to determine the 

reward per risk unit. The higher the Sharpe-ratio the better risk adjusted returns. The calculations 

use the risk-free rate ICE LIBOR 1 Month. More on this in the section on Risk. 

Clemens and Johnsen (2016) have in their article calculated data that provides and overview of 

American stocks, sorted by dividend yield. Their calculations are sorted into three time periods. 

All of these periods are then sorted by dividend yield quintiles. Data used for these calculations, 

are from the Fama and French database.  
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Table 3.a – Annual returns (geometric, value-weighted) 

 

Period Years 
zero-

dividend 
low-
20% 2.qnt 3. qnt 4.qnt  

High-
20% Average. 

Jul. 1927-dec. 2015 88,5 8,6 9,11 9,98 9,71 11,83 10,81 10,01 

Period split.         

Jul.1927-jan.1957 29,50 7,83 9,01 8,83 8,30 11,01 9,76 9,12 

Feb.1957-Jul.1986 29,50 8,48 9,56 10,30 10,19 13,22 12,18 10,65 

Aug.1986-dec.2015 29,40 9,53 8,80 10,85 10,69 11,33 10,56 10,29 

Credit: Clemens and Johnsen (2016) their calculations, data from the Fama and French data base. 

Table 3.b – Excess returns (%) 

Period Years 
zero-

dividend 
low-
20% 2.qnt 3. qnt 4.qnt  

High-
20% Average. 

Jul. 1927-dec. 2015 88,50 -1,41 -0,90 -0,03 -0,30 1,83 0,81 0,00 

Period split.         

Jul.1927-jan.1957 29,50 -1,30 -0,11 -0,29 -0,83 1,89 0,64 0,00 

Feb.1957-Jul.1986 29,50 -2,17 -1,10 -0,35 -0,47 2,57 1,52 0,00 

Aug.1986-dec.2015 29,40 -0,76 -1,50 0,55 0,40 1,04 0,27 0,00 

Credit: Clemens and Johnsen (2016) their calculations, data from the Fama and French data base. 

These findings show that the highest dividend yields are not sole determinants of better 

performance. It actually shows that the 4th quintile, the second highest yields of dividends, is 

performing the best. The explanations for this could be through the risk. Clemens (2013) 

comments on the volatility, where others studies also shows risks at the extremes, first and fifth 

quintile. Calling this the smile-effect, when observations are high at the first order and last order 

of grouped observations. This effect can show that investors are seeking the value from high 

yielding stocks, but are somewhat risk-averse and then should be focused on the 4th quintile of 

this study.  
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Further studies on this done by Christie (1990) who found that second highest dividends yield 

post war period (from 1946 to 1985) also yielded the highest monthly average excess return. 

Another measure of risk is the Maximum Drawdown. The Maximum Drawdown for our indices 

and their parent indices, is shown below in table 4. 

Table 4 – Maximum Drawdown. 

 

    Maximum Drawdown 

Dividend index Parent index Years  

Parent       
index 

dividend 
index 

Difference       
(in %-points) 

MSCI World HDY MSCI World 22  57,46 62,90 5,44 

MSCI USA HDY MSCI USA 17  54,91 55,35 0,44 

MSCI Europe HDY MSCI EU 22  62,72 68,45 5,73 

MSCI Japan HDY MSCI Japan 23  60,35 44,84 -15,51 

MSCI EM HDY MSCI EM 17  65,14 57,70 -7,44 

S&P 500 AD* S&P 500 27  50,90 44,10 -6,80 

average      -3,02 

Data from MSCI of 31 March 2017 and *S&P 500 dividend aristocrats report of April 2016. 

This measure, is provided because of the latest financial crisis and the effect on the market it had. 

Maximum Drawdown is a measure of the maximum negative change in the respective index. 

This measure gives an indication of how the index reacts to times of crisis. Table 4 shows that 

half of the indices in the scope of our thesis experienced a higher drawdown than their parent 

index. The other half experienced better drawdown, by them being lower than their parent 

indices. Japan, emerging markets and S&P 500 dividend aristocrats had lower drawdown than 

their parent index. Japan by the most, with a difference of 15,51 percent-points lower than its 

parent index experienced for the same period. More on this measure in our section on risk.   
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All of the evidence for the performance of high dividend yielding stocks has been calculated 

using gross returns on a monthly basis, this is including dividends. But how well do high 

dividend yield stocks fare when the focus shifts towards the price of the stock alone? Our 

findings are shown in table 5 below. 

Table 5 – Total return (gross) vs. Price return (%-points) 

   excess Total return vs. excess Price return 

Dividend index Parent index Years   

Excess Total 
Return Index 

Excess Price 
Return (ex. 
Dividends) 

MSCI World HDY MSCI World 22   1,82 0,11 

MSCI USA HDY MSCI USA 17   1,91 0,36 

MSCI Europe HDY MSCI EU 22   1,76 0,08 

MSCI Japan HDY MSCI Japan 23   3,16 2,40 

MSCI EM HDY MSCI EM 17   3,08 0,95 

S&P 500 AD* S&P 500 27   2,70 n/a 

Average     2,89 0,78 

Data from MSCI of 31 March 2017 and *S&P 500 dividend aristocrats omitted. 

Before any description of the table above, we quickly want to draw attention to the S&P 500 

dividend aristocrats, marked with red. This is marked because we could not find sufficient data 

for the price quote for the dividend aristocrats. All though the omission of the S&P 500 dividend 

aristocrats is unfortunate, we continue to comment on the other indices. The “EXCESS TOTAL 

RETURN INDEX” is the gross total excess return differences, taken from table 1. These are 

shown in table 5 to provide overview and comparison. The excess price return column shows 

how much better the respective high dividend yield index did compared to its parent index, in 

percentage points. In the column of price return, numbers are the excess price returns of the high 

dividend yield index, subtracted by the respective parent index. Before calculating these 
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numbers, the intuitive result would be a negative number, because of the exclusion of dividends. 

Modigliani and Miller's theorem predicts that dividends should have no effect. Most noticeably 

of the developed markets, is Japan showing great performance on the price index. The 

performance seems to be evident, even taking dividends out of the picture, high dividend yielding 

stocks still performs better than their parent index. As much as we would like to include and 

comment on S&P 500 dividend aristocrats the data was unfortunately unavailable for us. 

The data in table 5 is very interesting. This shows empirical evidence of, high dividend yield 

companies are outperforming even on the simple measure of price returns. Modigliani and 

Miller's theorem of dividend irrelevance, seem to be contradicted by the fact that our 

observations show better performance, even without the inclusion of the dividend yield.  

These empirical findings tell us that there is such a disconnection as mentioned in the early 

literature review. We found that high dividend yielding indices outperform their parent index, 

while this performance is affected with lower risk, through an assortment of risk measures. The 

performance seems to be universal to our sample of observations, should help us find the answer 

to our research question, upon these empirical findings. 
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Analysis 

Since the first academic interest in the late 1970’s, early 1980’s, in the subject of high dividend 

yield stocks excess return compared to zero-dividend stocks, that has later come to be known as 

“The dividend yield effect”, has been of great debate. First if there was such thing, and if it could 

be proven, and later when proved, establish what caused this effect.  According to Clemens and 

Johnsen (2016) there has through the time been a vast amount of possible explanations, but none 

yet to be fully explaining this dividend yield effect. 

We therefore first investigate if the excess return is found in the investor's portfolio of stocks (i.e 

dividend stocks), to see if this is where the explanation to this “dividend yields effects” lays, in 

this first section we first look at the most obvious place of which the answer might lay, in either 

taxations or risk. The reasoning for this is that, historically the taxation rate of dividends has not 

had the same rate as capital gain, therefore the excess return might be found in investors 

demanding higher gross return in order to have to same net return as capital gains.  

In relation to risk, the financial literature has always taught us, via the capital asset pricing model 

which focuses on beta as a measurement of systematic risk, that the capital market (i.e all stocks) 

have a combined beta of one. And that the only way of creating excess return in relation to the 

market, is by obtaining high risk, as the higher the risk the higher the reward, in order to 

compensate for the risk.  

  

If the answer should not be found within risk or taxation, we will shift our search from the 

investors to the companies and what might possibly create this effect within the companies. We 

will here try to apply agency theory, to discover if this can help us to come closer to the answer 

of what causes the “dividend effect”. Agency theory or agency cost to be more specific, is a more 
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untraditional way of explanation in relation to tax and risk. But it might just be that dividend 

paying companies, are doing something different from what that non-dividend paying companies 

do, and the answers might just be that fact. 

 

Tax 

The main focus in this section, will be on American tax legislation. This is because most of the 

earlier studies and theories on the topic of taxation in relations dividend yielding stocks, and to 

regular stocks in general have been based on data for the American markets.  

When analyzing taxation on dividend, it is important to know the difference between 

nonqualified and qualified dividend. To receive qualified dividend from US listed stocks, they 

must be held for a minimum of 60-90 days for a 120-180 days’ period before the ex-dividend 

day. Qualified dividend is preferred as they no longer are taxed as under the same taxation, as 

personal income, as non-qualified dividend is, but rather as capital gain. This section will refer to 

qualified dividend as dividend.  

 

The dividend has been subject to much debate, both of the level of taxation, whether it creates 

value (DeAngelo and DeAngelo, 2006) or destroys it (Black 1976), and what it has to say about 

the company as a whole (Black 1976), (Skinner, Eugene 2011). 

As seen on Figure 1 below, the level of taxation on dividend has fallen over the last half century 

in the US, and is still of great debate whether it should be seen as stock income (same tax rate as 

capital gain) or as personal income, but has come to have the same tax rate as capital gains over 

time. The level of both dividends and capital gains, have a long time of debate, and the first big 

tax reform to really change the perspective on capital gain was the act of 1986. In 1986 Ronald 
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Reagan created a new taxation act, an act that increased the maximum level of taxation on capital 

gains, and lowered the rate for personal income, and thus the taxation level of dividends. At that 

point in time, dividends were not split into qualified and nonqualified, and all dividend were thus 

subject to personal income. Later in 2003 George W. Bush designed the act of “Jobs and Growth 

Tax Relief Reconciliation”, which reduced the taxation rate of dividend to the same rate level as 

capital gains with a maximum rate of 15 percent (JAGTFR 2003).  The democrats with Barack 

Obama as president later designed the “H.R.8 – American Taxpayer Relief Act of 2012”, which 

increases the tax rate on dividend and capital gains to a maximum of 20 percent.  

Figure 1 – Tax rate comparison 

 

Soruce: http://seekingalpha.com: US dividend and capital gains tax rate since 1961. 

Since first stumbling upon evidence of dividend yielding stocks generating higher excess return, 

than compared to non-dividend yielding stocks. Earlier research indicated that one of the more 

http://seekingalpha.com/
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common plausible explanations have been thought to be tax, as the taxation rate of dividend have 

been historically higher than the tax rate on capital gains (figure 1), and investors therefore 

demanding higher return. 

These statements about investors demanding higher return have led to hypothesis that the 

expected return and anticipated yields are positively related. This have over the years the been 

tested by many prominent financial figures from the academic world, some found a positive 

relation and some did not, but they have all had in common that they use Brennan’s capital asset 

pricing model (CAPM) (Christie 1990). Christie’s (1990) paper later comes to the conclusion that 

when only taking postwar data into accounting, and thereby eliminating the vast amount of 

extreme positive returns from the later years of the great depression and the years 

following.  With this set of data, Christie comes the to the conclusion using the after-tax models 

of equilibrium returns, that the observed patterns cannot solely be attributed to the effects of the 

tax difference between dividend and capital gain. 

Naranjo et. al. later examines whether the yields effect is stronger in the years with higher 

taxation of dividend relative to capital gain (1998). He and his co-writers found that it is nearly 

impossible to assign the yield effect to tax, as their hypothesis, “we would expect that an 

unanticipated increase in the implied tax rate would lead to worse performance for higher 

yielding stocks”, they conclude that they did not find any evidence of that. 
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Table 6 – Total returns (net) 

   Annual Total Returns (net) 

Dividend index Parent index Years  Parent index dividend index 
Difference       

(in %-points) 

MSCI USA HDY MSCI USA 17  5,12 6,57 1,45 

MSCI Europe HDY MSCI EU 22  6,49 8,10 1,61 

MSCI Japan HDY MSCI Japan 23  0,36 3,44 3,08 

Data from MSCI of 31 March 2017. 

In our empirical data, we found that high yielding dividend indices, not only outperforms their 

respective parent indices on gross and price returns. In the Table 6 above we show that the three 

developed markets chosen, also high dividend yield index outperforms their parent index, on net 

returns. This indicates that tax, historically does not provide us with enough evidence as to if tax 

can have any explanatory powers. This excess return is not only seen in US, as the table shows, 

but in both the MSCI Europe high dividend yield index and MSCI Japan high dividend yield 

index outperforms their respective parent indices. The comparison between the three indices can 

seem a little obscure, hence there is different taxation-laws with all of them, and many more 

different ones within the European index. Taxation in Japan and the US seem very similar, hence 

both countries have a maximum of 20 percent taxation of capital gains and 20 percent taxation on 

dividends. 

If the returns were identical, or the difference been insignificant, on both parent and dividend 

indices, we could conclude that the high gross return might had been due to the historical 

difference in the taxation rates, investors demand a higher gross return to equalize the difference 

and have the same net return. 
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This is in alignment with the finding of both Christie's 1990 paper and Naranjo et. al. 1998 paper, 

but as they had a more in depth analysis on the US market as their form of robustness, we have 

chosen more markets, and when both findings combined, the results should only strengthen the 

robustness of the conclusion.  

Even though the taxation rate has been the same in US 2003, the taxation of dividend is still 

being debated, as large groups of people in disagreement with the current rules. On one side, we 

have a group arguing that, the taxation rate of dividends, should be zero, as owners (shareholders) 

are double taxed. Their argument for this is, as the companies are taxed on earnings, the dividend 

payout is later taxed for the individual shareholder, thereby being taxed twice. As shareholders in 

theory own the company, they should be able to claim earning without also being taxed, as the 

company have already paid tax. The other group is arguing that not only is the argument of 

double taxation nonsense, they believe that the taxation rate should follow the personal income 

taxation rate, as it is income that can be related to personal income. In regard to the counter 

arguments against double taxation, they believe, that shareholders, are not the real owners of the 

company. As it is the company that on paper controls the assets, or bears the accountability for 

the liabilities, and not the shareholders. Thus, the shareholders have no claim over the profits of 

the company. 

We now know that tax it not the whole answer to the dividend yield effect, we therefore shift our 

focus to the next traditional explanation, risk. To see if this is where the answers lies.   
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Risk 

To continue our analysis of finding explanations to why dividend paying stocks are 

outperforming their parent indices, we take a look at an important factor in context of the stock 

market and other financial aspects, risk. We want to see if the risk associated with dividend 

stocks have any explanatory powers, to making it a better performing stock on average. 

When we talk about risk, we talk about the systematic risk measure, beta values for the index for 

the high dividend yielding stocks and their parent index. Besides the beta values we analyze 

volatility, Sharpe-ratios and the Maximum Drawdown metric. The data provided is nothing new, 

all of the following tables are reproduction of the ones from our section on our empirical 

findings. These findings should be helpful to us, in trying to determine the explanatory powers of 

risk, as a factor of the performance of high dividend yielding stocks. 

Table 4 – Maximum Drawdown. 

 

    Maximum Drawdown 

Dividend index Parent index Years  

Parent       
index 

dividend 
index 

Difference       
(in %-points) 

MSCI World HDY MSCI World 22  57,46 62,90 5,44 

MSCI USA HDY MSCI USA 17  54,91 55,35 0,44 

MSCI Europe HDY MSCI EU 22  62,72 68,45 5,73 

MSCI Japan HDY MSCI Japan 23  60,35 44,84 -15,51 

MSCI EM HDY MSCI EM 17  65,14 57,70 -7,44 

S&P 500 AD* S&P 500 27  50,90 44,10 -6,80 

average      -3,02 

Data from MSCI of 31 March 2017 and *S&P 500 dividend aristocrats report of April 2016. 
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Clemens and Johnsen (2016) mentions another risk factor, then beta values and volatility, it is 

called Maximum Drawdown. The Maximum Drawdown is a measure that shows the movement 

of the stocks in question in times of crisis. Most applicable is the latest financial crisis, which hit 

the world economy in 2007. MSCI world high dividend yield index which have a higher weight 

in financial assets, took a large hit from the crisis. Half of the indices we observe have their 

maximum drawdown values exceed their parent index Maximum Drawdown. Clemens and 

Johnsen (2016) mentions that that with their own calculations, a shift in sector weights, imitating 

those in the World index, could change the Maximum Drawdown 5 percent-points less than the 

MSCI worlds Maximum Drawdown of 57,46 percent. The MSCI world high dividend yield had a 

finance sector weighing 40 percent. While the MSCI world index had only 25 percent weight in 

stocks categorized being in the financial sector. This calculation shows that the scenario for the 

possibility of a better performance of the MSCI world high dividend yield index, given the new 

sector weights. 

Japan, emerging markets and the dividend aristocrats had lower Maximum Drawdown than their 

parent index, but the sector weights for these indices are unknown to us. Unfortunately, we do 

not have any historical data on how the sector weights was prior to the financial crisis in many of 

our indices from MSCI. The high dividend yielding indices have on average a 3,02 percent-point 

lower Maximum Drawdown, which is good. 

Taking a more detailed look at the relative sector divide from the world, Europe and US indices 

and their relative weights. At the time when the financial crisis hit in 2007, the financial 

categorized assets got hit the hardest (Clemens and Johnsen (2016)).  

The relative sector divide is very different when we compare 3 indices, two who did the worst, 

USA, Europe and one with a good performance, Japan. Financial assets have the smallest sector 

weight in the USA and Japan indices out of all of the three markets. In the USA and Japan high 
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dividend yield indices none of the top ten constituents are in the financial category, where in the 

European index three out of ten are in the financial category. The actual weight for financial 

assets in the different markets are for the USA 5,06 percent, Japan 4,72 percent Europe 36,26 

percent (MSCI index data of March 31, 2017) (for a detailed overview of all indices, see exhibit 

1). While on the topic of sector weight in asset categorization, we can analyze the development of 

this for a ten-year period in the research done by Chirputkar and Soe (2016) on the dividend 

aristocrats. The data they provide show the sectors weights for a ten-year period (2005-2015). 

The assumptions of Clemens and Johnsen (2016) about the financial crisis seems correct, in the 

sense that financial categorized stocks, got hit in the financial crisis of 2007. Financial assets 

weighed about 27,20 percent in December of 2006, by December 2009 their weight has 

decreased to seven percent. This change in weight could stem from the substitution of financial 

assets that, around the financial crisis, could not live up to the requirements to be a part of the 

dividend aristocrats. Since 2009 the weight of financial assets has had a low but steady rise to in 

13,5 percent in 2015.  

It is difficult to conclude anything concrete upon these numbers, but we believe there have been 

an overall shift in the sector weights, after the financial crisis hit the markets. However, we do 

not have any data to support the claim, that the change in the sector weights can have anything to 

say about how dividend stocks are performing better than their parent index. 
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Table 2.a – Volatility (%) 

 

   Volatility (%) 

Dividend index Parent index Years Beta 
Parent 
index 

dividend 
index 

Difference       
(in %) 

MSCI World HDY MSCI World 22 0,91 20,46 20,03 -2% 

MSCI USA HDY MSCI USA 17 0,77 20,42 18,35 -10% 

MSCI Europe HDY MSCI EU 22 0,96 24,00 24,26 1% 

MSCI Japan HDY MSCI Japan 23 0,8 24,45 22,52 -8% 

MSCI EM HDY MSCI EM 17 0,93 26,09 24,98 -4% 

S&P 500 AD* S&P 500 27 0,8 14,60 13,50 -8% 

average       -5% 

Table 2.b – Sharpe-ratio 

   SHARPE-RATIO 

Dividend index Parent index Years  

Parent 
index 

dividend 
index 

Difference       
(in %) 

MSCI World HDY MSCI World 22  0,36 0,48 33% 

MSCI USA HDY MSCI USA 17  0,34 0,51 50% 

MSCI Europe HDY MSCI EU 22  0,32 0,41 28% 

MSCI Japan HDY MSCI Japan 23  -0,04 0,13 -425% 

MSCI EM HDY MSCI EM 17  0,45 0,59 31% 

S&P 500 AD* S&P 500 27  0,40 0,70 75% 

average       44% 

Data from MSCI of 31 March 2017 and *S&P 500 dividend aristocrats report of April 2016. 

The data we compiled show us that although the Maximum Drawdown for both the USA and the 

European markets are higher than their respective parent index, they both show lower beta values 

than their parent index. In fact, all of the indices show better beta values. These beta values 

correspond to how the stocks reacts to different situations. The Parent index for all indices has 

the value of one, because it reflects the market 100 percent. Beta values lower than one reflects 

that the stocks underlying this beta value responds in lesser terms, than to what the parent index 
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would respond to. The data shows us that all high dividend yield indices within the scope of this 

thesis, have lower beta values than their respective parent index. This tells us that the high 

dividend yielding companies are doing better, even at lower risk, and lower volatility. Volatility 

is a measure of how uncertainty and the risk in the size of the changes in a given stock’s value. 

As shown in Table 2.a we show that we calculate the six indices to have a lower volatility than 

their parent indices.  

The volatility is calculated on the basis of the gross returns on monthly basis. Averagely the 

observations show the dividend yielding indices experiences a five percent better volatility score.  

Notably the only high dividend yielding index that does not match up with its parent index, is the 

European, but only approximately one percent in difference. Again, proving better performance, 

while the indices are at a lower risk, also in terms of risk measured by volatility.  

High dividend yielding stocks also shows on average a better risk adjusted return, expressed by 

the Sharpe-ratio. The Sharpe-ratio expresses the amount of excess return there is to be gained, for 

the extra amount of volatility taken on by holding a given asset. Japan has been omitted in our 

average calculation, because it did not add any value, given the negative. With the other high 

dividend yields, we can see an average of 44 percent better Sharpe-ratio. Dividend aristocrats and 

USA and Japan high dividend yield indices, are the three best performers of our observations. 

Noticeably the Japanese parent index, calculation gives a negative Sharpe-ratio, due to the 

mathematics, but still making the Japanese high dividend yield index the top performer relative to 

its parent index. ICE LIBOR 1m rate is used as the risk-free interest rate, in the MSCI data 

calculations. The ICE LIBOR 1m, is a one month running short-term rate, the biggest banks loans 

to each other.  However, we can only report the calculations written from factsheets from the 

S&P 500 dividend aristocrats, hence our hurdle of not being able to collect sufficient data 
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ourselves. Unfortunately, the factsheets do not enclose what they determine as the risk-free 

interest rate, for their calculations of Sharpe-ratio. We continue with the reported numbers either 

way. 

Just having lower beta values does not answer the question of, risk being a factor for the 

outperformance of the market by high dividend yielding stocks. If we use a beta coefficient 

model to price assets such as the Capital Assets Pricing Model, earlier research indicates that this 

model does not fully capture the effects of dividend yields. Blume (1980) have in his research on 

the relationship of risk-adjusted returns for dividend stocks to the expected dividend yield, come 

to exactly that conclusion. Blume (1980) concludes that the capital asset pricing model does not 

do a good job when it tries to explain dividend yielding stocks, and the expectations to the 

development of it. Blume also believes the market in general failed to anticipate the growth in 

high dividend yield compared to the growth in the lower-yield. Important note to Blume’s (1980) 

work, is that all of his research was done with difference in taxation of dividends and capital 

gains. We therefore cannot assess the total effect of this on his research, but we assume his work 

and findings are still relevant to our thesis.  

In the case of observing low beta portfolios outperforming market portfolios is referred to as the 

beta puzzle. The term, beta puzzle has been a topic for academic finance research for many years.  

The general evidence of beta puzzle is greatly commented on by Kou and Li (2013). Their 

research found that the advantages of such a lower beta, lower volatility and higher Sharpe-ratio 

strategies were plenty. They found advantages to this strategy such as lower turnover rate, 

relative transparency and broader market representativeness. If we allow ourselves to interpret on 

these two concepts of transparency and representativeness, we can say that these concepts might 

help with the problem of overconfidence, for both investors and managers. Kou and Li (2013) 
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also notes that low-beta strategy provides more added value than the general market-weighted 

benchmark, when the markets experience downturn. Important note to add here, is that Kou and 

Li (2013) research was done on three markets, US, developed markets excluding the US and 

emerging markets, for both dividend and non-dividend paying stocks. 

Continuing with the evidence of better performance in a downturn economy, we can provide 

evidence that this goes for dividend yielding stocks. Here we take a detailed look at a research 

paper on the S&P 500 dividend aristocrats by Chirputkar and Soe (2016). They showed that since 

1990, the S&P 500 dividend aristocrats experienced a better Maximum Drawdown, lower beta, 

better Sharpe-ratio and a 71,05 percent of the time, they outperform the S&P 500 index in down 

months. While in up months, they only outperformed 44,55 percent of the time. These 

calculations are made, by using monthly returns since January 1990. The research paper defines a 

down month, as a month where the return of the S&P 500 index was negative for the month. Data 

and definitions from the S&P 500 dividend aristocrats research paper of 2016.  

This does not provide sufficient enough evidence as to risk, on its own, being the driver for the 

better performance of dividend yielding stocks. This does in turn prove that there is a beta puzzle 

effect going on, but as most of the early studies on the beta puzzle have shown, this happens to 

many low-volatility strategies. The data provided and the conclusions mentioned above, seem to 

also fall in line with the statements of Clemens (2013).  

Clemens writes about three possible explanations for the beta puzzle. These explanations are 

leverage constraints, behavioral biases and limits to arbitrage. Leverage constraints will via a 

capital asset pricing model with beta coefficients, overvalue high beta stocks expected returns. 

The combination of the Blume’s conclusions of his work on the capital asset pricing model, and 

the three explanations, might explain why dividend stocks tend NOT to be overvalued. The next 
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explaining factor for beta puzzle, is the behavioral biases. Biases in this context is explained as 

the construction of individual investors’ portfolios, parted in two segments, one risk-averse and 

the other in risk-seeking behavior Clemens (2013). Last explanation, is limits to arbitrage. Here 

the consensus in recent literature seems to be that there exists an unwillingness to exploit this 

undervaluation of low-beta stocks, when the focus seems to be on the capital asset pricing model. 

It does not seem that risk, measured by beta and volatility on its own, could be the explaining 

factor in as to how the high dividend yields indices are outperforming. Using a capital asset 

pricing model, it does not make sense to conclude risk being a factor. The data and the statements 

above prove that the high dividend yielding indices actually bears a lower beta, and lower 

volatility, while still performing better. 

Making it obvious to the possibility of the beta puzzle to be an explanation for the 

outperformance. Because of the similarities and the overlap of low-beta portfolios and a high 

dividend yield portfolio. We also feel it is important to note that the high dividend yield indices 

are on average in the Maximum Drawdown also handling times of crisis better, when observing 

the six indices we have chosen to analyze in our thesis. 

Our findings suggest, that investors themselves are not creating the excess return and we found 

that either tax nor risk, bears explanatory powers as to why high dividend yielding companies 

historically outperform the rest of the market. Both supported by earlier studies and the findings 

of our own studies. We therefore shift our focus away from the more traditional academic 

explanations, to the a more untraditional explanation. First, we investigate if investment theory 

can help us understand the dividend effect, and establish what specifics investors look for in 

regard to dividend investing. Hereafter we shift once again our focus from the investors to the 

company itself and seek explanatory answers within the academic literature of agency theory. 
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Specifically, the agency cost of the free cash flow as a possible explanation of the dividend 

effect, or at least a part explanation. Giving us, not the full answer, but a fraction of the overall 

explanation to this contradiction of the early theories of dividends are irrelevant.          

 

Dividend investing 

According to Clemens (2013) “Dividend investing is generally seen as an investment strategy 

where investors buy stocks with above average dividend yields”, furthermore dividend investment 

strategies typically have the characteristics of sustainability and persistence, indicating that 

dividend investing might be seen as broadening the value investing strategy. Traditional value 

investing boiled down to its essence, is when investor buy up undervalued shares in order to sell 

them when fair valued or overvalued, this strategy relies to some extend on the behavioral aspect 

of investors tending overreaction to both good and bad news. 

As seen in our empirical data, dividend indices, across continents all have lower risk than their 

respectively parent indexes, not only when looking at beta but also when analyzing volatility as a 

measure of risk.  

Clements (2013) reworked Morningstar figure, shows just how dividend investing is overlapping 

both value investing and low volatility investing.  
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Figure 2 - Morningstar 

 

Credit: Morningstar-style figure, Clemens (2013). 

Looking at the figure is it clear that, both the selection of high quality and the fact that dividend 

investing overlaps low-volatility investing is important, as stated under our section covering the 

topic of risk. We will look into what theory says about value, quality, and low volatility, to better 

understand the complexity of dividend investment. 

Value:  

Value-investing is the notion of investors seeking stocks valued lower than their intrinsic value. 

This can be done through various means, one of them being finding stocks with high dividend 

yields or lower than average book-value to price ratio. The investor then seeks to buy the stocks, 

with high enough dividend yields, so the investor buys lower than the market price, but believes 
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it to be nearer the intrinsic value. 

The early theories on risk and average returns are based on the asset pricing model called SLB 

model. SLB model, SLB short for Sharpe-Litner-Black model, was constructed to predict average 

returns, here implied that efficient market portfolio average returns have a positive linear function 

of the market beta.  

In Fama and French (1992) paper, they tested the Sharpe-Litner-black model, from the earlier 

literature, for the then found positive relation between beta and average returns. Their research 

found that there was no real relation between the predictions of the Sharpe-Litner-black model 

based on beta. In fact, the opposite, they found that there seemed to be no real explanatory power 

for beta as a variable in the model, and a strong relationship in the relation of book value to price 

ratio. Later Fama and French (1992) research got some criticism, that their research might be 

influenced by data snooping, the statistically inference done by researchers on choices of data 

sets. 

More so, value-investing have also proven to bear lesser risk than growth strategies. Fuller et. al. 

(1993) found evidence that their beta on the value portfolio was lower than the beta found on 

their growth portfolio over a period of 18 years. Their study shows that the Q1 (quintile 1) the 

low P/E ratios performing 7,8 percent better than Q5 the High P/E. Much like value-investing, 

dividend investing seems to share the qualities and the “safety” of value investing. 

Looking at Figure 2 (Morningstar) we see the overlapping of dividend investing and traditional 

value investing, while dividend investments seeks the relative high quality portion of traditional 

value investing. According to the research on the S&P 500 dividend aristocrats by Chirputkar and 

Soe (2016) we can comment on the shifts within the dividend investing area in Figure 3. The 

shifts are described as the relative weights of Value versus Growth stocks since 1999.  
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Figure 3 - Relative weight, growth versus value stocks. S&P 500 dividend aristocrats. 

 

Own illustration, data from Chirputkar and Soe (2016) 

The figure above shows that the main focus of the S&P 500 dividend aristocrats has for most of 

the period a higher weight value stocks. But it seems to show tendencies towards being evenly 

distributed between 2009 to 2015. The figure is very much supporting the Morningstar figure 

from Clemens (2013) as the dividend investment strategy have a blend of value and growth 

strategies.  

Finally, to round up this section Lakonishok and Chan (2004) attributes the evidence of value 

premium to investor behavior and agency costs. All of the above-mentioned studies have been on 

US markets, their study expands to the outside of the united states. Bringing more validity and 

robustness to the claim, that value investing is performing well. They conclude that although 

much concern for data mining, snooping exists, they believe there to be a cause for the value 

premium in the behavior and agency theory. They point to the late 1990’s at the rise of tech- and 
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IT-stocks rose in valuation, beyond rational economic reasoning. This IT-bubble was a reason for 

growth oriented stocks to also be riskier than value stocks. Lakonishok and Chan (2004) 

concludes that fundamentals of overbidding growth stocks and undervaluation of value stocks 

will persist, and that long-term value investing will remain a good strategy. With that conclusion, 

we have both sides of the Morningstar dividend investment strategy unfolded. The reversion to 

the mean will return undervaluation (value) and overvaluation (growth) to their true value and 

meet in the middle of the marked area of dividend investing. 

Quality 

In terms of quality Clemens (2013) defines it as, earnings, sustainable dividend, and the level of 

the yield. Within that definition of quality, Skinner and Soltes 2011 paper can shed some light on 

that dividends can tell us about the quality of the earnings, in a given company. 

Skinner and Soltes (2011) seek to establish if dividend can provide any information in regard to 

quality of the earnings. By relying on earlier papers, we know that managers would rather not 

increase to level of dividends, unless it is sustainable for the company and its future estimated 

earnings. Thus, by commitment a higher level of dividend should, ceteris paribus, convince 

investors about earnings quality, and the overall quality of the company. This is in alignment 

with what Skinner and Soltes found with their investigation on dividends and quality of earnings.  

They found that markets react positively to increases in volume of dividend, and that dividends, 

not only historically have been a good indicator of the quality, but that dividend also indicate 

management's belief in future earnings. A high dividend yield, could furthermore indicate quality 

in not only future earning, but also the quality of the disclosure of the company. Skinner and 

Soltes found that, dividend paying company tend to have more sustained earning that does 

company how does not payout dividend. They also reported findings of dividend paying 
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company are less likely of reporting losses, and that these losses tend typically stems from special 

items. Moreover, these effects do not seem to be as robust for companies relying on repurchase of 

shares, one answer to this could be that buyback program is not as committed as dividend. 

This quality of earning and disclosures by dividend paying companies, could also indicate that 

these companies are less likely to be overvalued. In table 7 below, we show the periodic changes 

in a selection of indices of the period leading up to the IT-bubble. It is evident that the standard 

indices experienced incredible growth. In the case of the high dividend yield indices of the world 

and Europe, their parent index experienced approximately twice the amount of growth, given the 

same time period. The difference of the amount of increase, might prove that high dividend 

yielding indices are less prone to overvaluation.    

Table 7 – IT- bubble  

 

Index Change in period 97-00 

MSCI World HDY 41% 

MSCI World 75% 

MSCI EU HDY 44% 

MSCI EU 75% 

NASDAQ* 231% 

S&P 500* 91% 

Data from MSCI of 31 March 2017 and YahooFinance*. 

A more detailed view of the 1997-2003 period for the same indices, as mentioned in Table 7, can 

be seen in exhibit 2. Where we present an illustration of the tendencies of overvaluation the 

standard indices (might) experience. Statistically, we are calculating with a very insignificant 

amount of time, so it is hard for us to come to a clear conclusion upon the matter of 

overvaluation. We believe the numbers, shown both in Table 7 and in exhibit 2, still proves a 

valid point, that high dividend yield indices, might experience less chance of overvaluation.  
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Jensen (2005) investigated what effect overvalued equity have on a company, and how managers 

seek to game the system in order to deliver results, to match the expectation from the market 

related to the overvalued equity.  To understand the games CEOs and CFOs play, it is important 

to understand, Jensen’s theory on budgeting games, and how manager’s compensations are tied 

to targets, indicates that people are not paid by effort, but rather paid relative to their targets. In 

relation to this, CEOs and CFOs know that if they miss the expectation of the capital market, the 

entire company will be punished, and if they meet or excess this target, they will as with 

managers, be rewards with a premium, in this case not a bonus, but an increase in the value of 

equity. According to Jensen the only way for companies to continuously meet the expectations 

year by year, is to cook their number in order to disguise fundamental business uncertainties. 

When combining Skinner and Soltes comments on dividend as an indicator of quality earning, 

Clemens (2013) comments on the increases of parent indices relative to the dividend indices, and 

Jensen’s incidence of gaming within executives in order meet the expectation of capital market, 

thus cooking the numbers. A trend could be seen, should the parent indices and NASDAQ really 

grow at that rate, relative to the high dividend yields indices? Or could something indicate that 

high dividend yielding companies in general are more fairly valued, due to the quality of the 

disclosure, and are some of the companies in NASDAQ trying to disguise uncertainties, in order 

to meet expectations and not be punished. This we cannot conclude as it might just be a 

coincidence, but something indicates that high dividend yielding companies might generally be 

less exposed to overvalued equity. 
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Low-volatility 

The notion of low-volatility can be related to the topic earlier explained as the beta puzzle. Low-

volatility seems to have great benefits of the “safety” it provides by doing better than the average 

of the respective parent index. Here we again can point out the findings of the research done by 

Chirputkar and Soe (2016) on the performance of the S&P 500 dividend aristocrats and our own 

empirical findings. We found that risk on its own did not provide any explanatory powers to the 

performance of high dividend yielding stocks. Table 2a-b provided an overview of the risks 

related to our six indices, averagely all of them proving lower risk than their parent index.  

We found that behavior biases and limits to arbitrage is the two main drivers for the beta puzzle 

to have some explanatory properties, as to how high dividend yielding stocks are performing so 

well. 

Complementing the statements above Frazzini and Pedersen (2014) proved that in general low 

volatility investing beats high volatility investing, with funding constraints exists. Their research 

is done on a broad range of data, data across countries, time, sorted by size in deciles and sorted 

for idiosyncratic risks. Providing them with statistical robustness and minimizes their research 

findings for being accused of data snooping. Their results showed that a portfolio holding low 

beta assets, leveraged in high beta portfolios gave great results with their model. Their model, a 

deviation of the capital asset pricing model, used what they called betting against beta factors. 

These factors seemed to do a better job at explaining the returns, better than that of the standard 

capital asset pricing model. A bet against beta factor, is a portfolio holding low-beta assets 

leveraged up to a beta of one, and shorting a high-beta portfolio down leveraged to a beta of one. 
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Dividend investing and low-volatility investing does have an overlap as shown in Figure 2. After 

looking through two low-volatility ETFs (exchange traded funds) we find them containing 

dividend yielding shares. The comparison was of the USA high dividend yield and the two funds 

called iShares Edge MSCI min. vol. (USMV) and PowerShares S&P 500 low volatility (SPLV). 

The data for these two funds, have been found from YahooFinance, which we accept as a valid 

source of information. When comparing these in terms of annual return for the past five years, 

they are all relatively close. USMV and SPLV both with returns of approximately 13 percent and 

MSCI USA high dividend yield with returns of 12 percent. A conclusion on this is statistically 

not that robust with only a sample size of three, but we assume that we can see some what the 

same tendencies within the two types of investment strategies. Again, proving the overlapping of 

the two strategies in Figure 2. 

 

Agency Theory 

After clarifying that neither the taxation rate nor the risk can explain the full effects of dividend, 

we will now shift our focus to the more untraditional approach of agency cost. In order to better 

understand the corporate side, we first needed to understand, what investors prefer when using 

dividend investing strategy. The Morningstar (Figure 2) from the section on dividend investing, 

helped us understand the various parts of dividend investment strategies, and it shows a clear 

overlapping of strategies. Quality in the form of earnings and steady dividend, was found to be of 

high priority, this giving the rise for low volatility, not only through quality, but also through a 

mix value and growth investing.  
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The definition of agency relationship is given to us by Jensen and Meckling in their 1976 paper, 

“a contract under which one or more persons (the principal(s)) engage another person (the 

agent) to perform some service on their behalf which involves delegating some decision-making 

authority to the agent”. As most humans seek to maximize their own interest, it is only a matter 

of time before the belief of the agent does not correspond to the belief of the principal(s), which 

leads to a conflict of interest and thereby give the emerge of agency cost. The main focus in 

regard to agency cost will be on the agency cost of the free cash flow. Agency cost will be 

defined as, “... the sum of the contracting, monitoring and bonding costs undertaken to reduce the 

cost due the conflicts of interest plus the “residual loss”.” (Jensen and Meckling, 1976), reduce 

the potential wealth of the principal. The principal has two main tools to limit the divergences of 

this conflict of interest, (1) by establishing incentives of which maximizes the gains the agent 

when the principal’s interest is met (Jensen and Meckling 1976), and (2) by applying a 

monitoring mechanism that can help the board of directors/shareholders to monitor costs and thus 

limit the undesirable actions of the agent(s). One obvious monitoring mechanism is the financial 

disclosures of the company (Bushman and Smith 2001), which is set by national or international 

legislations such as, the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) that is the standard 

financial disclosure for European listed companies and Statement of Financial Accounting 

Standards (SFAS) for US listed companies. Such restrictions are made to ensure that the financial 

reporting is standardized and hence create more transparency for investors and minimizing the 

possibility of embezzlement. Furthermore, this also gives investors a possibility of monitoring 

managers and thereby ensuring managers are disciplined to serve in the interest of shareholders 

(O.-K Hope and W. B. Thomas 2007). 
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However even though laws are made about financial disclosure to ensure transparency, these, 

does not always allow for high enough quality. Investors are capable of analyzing whether a 

managerial decision have potential to increase operational performance and/or increase the value 

of the company.  

Giving rise to the hypothesis of agency cost, that managers have the ability to maximize their 

own wealth through sub-optimal decision (O.-K Hope and W. B. Thomas 2007), of which 

include expensive repurchase of shares, mergers and acquisitions leading to “empire building” 

(i.e growing the company beyond the optimal size) both of which can lead to decreasing 

operating performance and reducing the overall value of the company (Jensen 1986). 

Jensen argues in his 1986 paper that another control mechanism of which helps investors 

minimize the agency cost, is by forcing management to create debt, as the bank then have 

incentives to supervise and make sure that management is not wasting cash.  

Another less touched upon area in regard to agency cost, is the phenomenon known as 

overconfidence, which can lead to overinvestment, hereunder mergers and acquisitions at 

overvalued prices. This typically only happens when there is enough excess cash. Roll (1986) 

was one of the first to pinpoint this issue, with his hubris hypothesis “decision makers in 

acquiring companies pay too much for their targets on average...”. The hubris predicts according 

to Roll (1986) (1) that the combined value of the seller and acquirer should have a slight 

decrease, (2) the value of the acquiring company should fall, (3) and the value of the selling 

company should increase.  

Overconfidence can lead to the belief that company share is undervalued, and therefore initiate 

shareholder value destroying buyback programs. 

It can furthermore lead to over optimism guidance. Yang and Hribar (2016) indicated that it can 
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lead to overestimates of future cash flows and thereby the possibility of investing in projects 

below the internal rate of return arises. 

If the capital structure is optimal in a company, and creating more debt, as Jensen argues is an 

alternative to dividend in his 1986 paper. This would in turn create a higher cost of capital for the 

company. The use of free cash flow, is essentially then brought down to three alternatives, 

mergers and acquisitions, buybacks and dividend payout. 

 

Mergers and Acquisitions 

The term Mergers and Acquisitions covers a variety of different transactions, mergers, 

acquisitions, tender offers, consolidations, management acquisition and other purchases of assets, 

all with one thing in common. There are two parties (companies) involved. 

Mergers and acquisition are typically done as a form of one or another growth opportunity, either 

acquiring a competitor or new technology, to ensure continuous growth hence boosting the 

cooperation performance. Thus, we mostly see big established company acquiring, as they might 

have a hard time creating organic growth, and thus look for other growth opportunities. 

As seen in the figure below, the mergers and acquisitions follow the general business cycle of the 

world economy, when analyzing the total value of the acquisitions done from 1985 to 2017. The 

number of transactions are not as highly affected by the economy as the value of the transaction 

are, but this might be due to the fact, that established companies, have the means to generate a 

substantial free cash flow, even in times of crisis. Hence the value is lower in times of crisis, as 

the potential “sellers” might not have the same ability to generate value, or sales might be 

decreasing, and therefore having a negative impact on acquiring companies bid offer. 
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Furthermore, in times of crisis banks might not be as willing to lend out money to the acquirer, 

again having a negative effect on the bid offer. 

The opposite effect is to be seen when the world economy is in a positive state of the market, 

when the belief in the market is high, leading to positive financial market, and thereby making it 

easier for a company to acquire large amounts of debt. Making the list of companies able to 

acquire a certain company bigger, increasing the price, furthermore in positive times, most 

companies have positive growth in revenue, again having a positive effect on the price. 

 

Figure 4 – M&A in North America number of - transactions vs. value   

 

Data: IMAA- institute, Mergers and Acquisitions statistics. 

According to Christensen et al. (2011) 70-90 percent of all mergers fails, they point to the fact 

that they believe that the mergers and acquisition literature in general is missing a more robust 

theory, that will be able to help identify some of the causes of either successes or failures.  
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Their findings indicate that, most of the reasons for the high failure rate is to be found within the 

executives and their overconfidence in their own abilities. The overconfident executives tend to 

believe that the synergies are higher than in reality. They underestimate the time it takes to for the 

companies to merge and fail to recognize the future growth potential. Which can result in the 

acquirer plying the wrong price, often too high (Christensen et al., (2011)). 

Another reason behind the 70-90 percent failure rate to mergers, can according to (O.-K Hope 

and W. B. Thomas, 2007) and (Jensen and Meckling, 1976), be a matter of executive managers 

acting with self-interest and not the interest of the shareholders, creating what we know as 

“empire building”, i.e. growing, the company beyond its optimal size. Thus, not acting rational 

and with over-optimism as Christensen et al., (2011) writes about.  

Richard Roll’s (1986) hubris hypothesis might also help shed light on this matter; do executives 

overestimate the value of their mergers and acquisition. Which can be related to overconfidence 

in the manager and the tendencies to overestimate growth potential and synergetic effects of the 

merge. When looking at the data from (figure 4), it is clear that average price just before both, the 

financial crisis in 2007 and the IT-bubble burst around 2000, are higher than in the following 

years. This is due to competitive companies competing for acquiring opportunities, therefore 

pushing the prices up, maybe it may be due to the financial markets stability, which makes it easy 

to obtain debt, and that in turn increases the amount of money companies are offering for an 

acquisition of another company. This could be the explanation of why mergers and acquisitions 

have such large failures in relation to meet estimated value of the purchase, or answers for this 

could be found it the mix of Christensen et al., (2011), O.-K Hope and W. B. Thomas (2007), 

Jensen and Meckling (1976), Jensen (2005) and Richard Roll (1986) hypothesis.  
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But nonetheless, mergers and acquisitions are a signal to the outside world. Studies show that 

mergers and acquisitions in general have not only a short-term negative effect on the acquiring 

company's shareholder value, but also a long-term negative effect, in compliance with Richard 

Roll’s hubris hypothesis, as the value of the combined companies does not return to their initial 

value or create the same return of equity as the acquiring company did before the purchase (Jaffe 

and Mandelker, (1992)) (Loughran and Vijh (1997)). Hence indicating that the market does not 

have trust in the average executive management team, and when looking at the data, something 

indicates that the market should not trust them. 

This is of course the general trend. Some companies rely on the momentum of the acquired 

company, as seen with for example Microsoft, purchasing Navision for their software knowledge 

within the ERP system (Enterprise Resource Planning), later evolving it, creating a more 

advanced product, Microsoft dynamics, and now operating in a new business area. 

 

Buybacks 

A buyback is a typical a program in which a given company plans to repurchase its own shares 

from the open stock market, or offers its shareholders to sell their share directly at a fixed price, 

typically the open market share price plus a premium. When shares are repurchased, they are 

either annulled or held as treasury shares, and they are thereby no longer a part of shares 

outstanding. The repurchase of share can be seen as an alternative to paying dividends, and has 

historically been the less taxed, than dividend. When a buyback program is sat in motion, a 

shareholder, can capitalize on gains in two way, either they agree to sell, or remain passive and 

capitalize on the increasing open market share price.   
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Repurchase of shares should in theory only be done when the management assess the share is 

temporary undervalued on the market, thereby trying to adjust the price of their shares, in such a 

way that, at least on the long run, the price adjusts to the right value of the share, hence creating 

value for the shareholders. But if this is not the case the repurchase act may lead to value 

destruction instead of value creation, as the funds used for the repurchase could have been used 

elsewhere, creating more value for the shareholders. 

In reality managers should treat buybacks with caution, as they can have a massive impact on the 

company as a whole. Buybacks do not only affect the earning per share and the share price, it can 

also affect the capital structure of the company and more essentially the signals it sends. Even 

though investors typically respond positively the buyback, and the fact that the company is not 

over-investing excess cash thereby lowering possible agency cost of the free cash flow (Jensen 

1986), with bad acquisitions or investing capital below the internal cost of capital rate. They 

might also suspect that management are lowering the number of shares outstanding to boost 

earnings per share, to either reach a certain compensation level in their bonus agreements, or to 

maximize their gains from their restricted stock options. Thereby punish the company via either 

selling out shares, and thus leaving the share price unchanged or even worse lowering the share 

price, or demanding other incentives for the executive management team, and more monitoring 

increasing agency cost. 

Buybacks can be a great tool to absorb excess cash and give value to investors, when used 

correctly. The repurchase of share can be a good indicator on how the company is performing 

presently, and how it has been performing historically. As a continuous buyback program can 

signal an ability to generate free cash flow, and a rational executive management team managing 

the company's investments and cost well, and thus generating excess cash. It furthermore does 
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not tie up future cash as, opposite to dividend payout, there it is not a direct promise from the 

executive management team to the shareholders, that the current rate of repurchase will stay 

constant of future years, hence create more financial flexibility with the free cash flow for the 

managers. 

It is important not only for the management team but also for the investors, as mentioned above, 

to be aware of not only the positive influence a repurchase can have on the share price, but also 

the fact that a big repurchase does not always lead to increasing share prices, furthermore it does 

not always have a positive effect on the intrinsic value of the company. 

As with most things related to stock markets timing is crucial when executive management is 

planning a buyback program, as mentioned earlier, as a repurchase should in theory only be done 

when the share price is undervalued. But historically we can see a pattern that most share 

repurchases are done when the company has enough excess cash, and that is typically when the 

market business cycle is the top, and at that point in the business cycle, most stocks are valued 

relatively high. 

When the market is low, most companies start decreasing the number of repurchases or stop 

repurchasing at all, due to low profits, which may indicate that on average, companies repurchase 

when the open market share price is above average. 
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Figure 5 – Buyback, value and transactions 

 

Data: FACTSET, BuyBacks quarterly (2016) 

When repurchased share is contained as treasury shares, the company have different choices in 

regard to how to manages these. Most of the time these shares can be used as part of executive 

bonuses, as restricted stock or options, or they can be sold back to the marked as a way of 

generating cash for investments. But as it was the case with the timing of repurchase, timing is 

essential in regard to selling out of treasury share or reissuing shares, as this is typically done 

when the business cycle is at a retrieve, and therefore share prices low. These issues regarding 

managing of debt and excess cash it leads to repurchase when prices are high, and selling when 

prices are low, needless to say, this is the opposite of what any rational investor wants. 
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Dividends 

Paying out dividends are a way for the company to distribute some or all of its free cash flow, 

that otherwise could have been used on mergers and acquisitions, buybacks or used as retained 

earnings, and is seen as a means to generate income for its shareholders. High dividends are 

typically paid out by larger and more established companies with higher and more reliable 

generated excess cash and, do not have the same need for retained earnings as a means of 

reinvesting them for growth via expansion, as smaller companies do. 

Jensen (1986) sees dividends as way of controlling management, and as it has a decreasing effect 

on the agency cost on the free cash flow. Partly because dividends being a long-term commitment 

to shareholders, as a decrease in dividend will be punished by the capital markets with large 

reductions in share price. This is giving the management incentive to maintain the level of 

dividends. Furthermore, dividends create less cash flexibility, thereby given less cash for 

managers to overinvest or mishandle in other ways. 

As an alternative to dividend, obtaining debt can according to Jensen (1986) have the same 

effect, as banks are active creditors, in the fact, that they want their “investment” back, leading to 

control over that cash is used for. One thing Jensen is not considering it his paper is, if the 

company is a mature, established company, having a high and stable free cash flow and their 

capital structure is optimal, creating debt would only increase the cost of capital. 

Fama and French (2001) found that fraction of US company paying out dividends decreased with 

almost 70 percent over a period of 30 years, even though the amount of dividend paying 

companies have decreased in the period, DeAngelo, DeAngelo and Skinner (2009) found that the 

amount of dividend paid out have increased doing the same period. 
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Looking at evidence from the S&P 500 (figure 5), the trend is that more companies tend to pay 

out dividends and that dividends per share is increasing rapidly, this could indicate that, dividend 

are becoming more popular with investors, thus increasing the interest in this subject for 

companies. 

Figure 6 – S&P 500 Dividend Trends 

 

Data: FACTSET, Dividend quarterly (2016) 

As mentioned earlier, it is found that dividends can provide investors with information regarding 

the quality of not only the earnings, but also to the some extend guarantee high quality of the 

financial disclosure.  

As dividends are seen as a commitment by the corporate to the market, increasing the level of 

dividend should create a positive effect. As dividends are not only a historical indication of 

sustainable earning, an increase demonstrates manager’s belief in future earnings.  
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Dividends does not only help with giving managers incentive to maintain the level, and increase 

it over time, due to the expectations from the market, and the wish of not delivering, and thereby 

getting punished by large reductions in share prices. Furthermore, dividends can not only be seen 

as monitoring tool for shareholders, it also ties up an amount of the free cash flow, thereby giving 

the manager less freedom, thus minimizing the agency cost the for the principal.  

 

Comparing the three alternatives 

The effect of dividend paying in general and especially high dividend, may in fact lead to fewer 

and lower agency cost of the free cash flow, when compared to companies using either mergers 

and acquisitions and/or repurchasing company shares, as a means to use their excess cash. Even 

though financial theory, including Modigliani and Miller, in general assume efficient markets, 

irrelevance of capital structure, the non-existence of taxes and transaction cost, and that dividend 

is irrelevant to the value of the company. These assumptions may make it easier for us to 

understand the financial theories, they fall short when looking at the real world, hence leading the 

conclusions to be misleading, and looking at the empirical data it is clear that payout decisions 

matters for the value of the company and its shareholders. Jensen’s (1986) paper on agency cost 

of free cash flow may help us to understand and explain why dividend-paying companies in 

general outperform the rest of the market.  

Jensen basically argues in his 1986 paper that the higher the free cash flow, the more important 

principal-agent theory becomes in relation to agency cost of the free cash flow. If the capital 

structure is optimal in a company, and debt creation as Jensen argues, is not attractive, the use of 

free cash flow is essential brought down to three choices, mergers and acquisitions, repurchases 

of shares, and dividend, or a mix of these. 
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As seen in the analysis the essential problem with mergers and acquisition is not only the timing, 

but also that managers act in self-interest. Most mergers and acquisitions are done at a high point 

in the business cycle where everything is more expensive, and it is fairly easy to obtain debt, 

therefore making everything more expensive, furthermore as argued, managers tend to act with 

overconfidence, hence leading to wrong price estimates, again raising the price of the purchase. 

The issues with empire building and badly assessed mergers and acquisition in regard to agency 

theory, as management's compensation often is related to size of the company, investors might 

invoke management to unnecessarily expand the company. 

As with mergers and acquisition the repurchase of shares are mostly done in the heights of 

business cycles, meaning that the share is already at a high price, leading to management 

repurchasing at high cost, whereas when the market is low, the profits and confidence of the 

managers might as well, leading to a decline in the number of repurchases, suggesting that the 

average repurchase might be above the average stock price, destroying long-term shareholder 

value. In regard to agency cost, some managers are compensated on a EPS basis, this might lead 

to managers being willing to repurchase stocks at any given price, to meet their target, with the 

same result as on the average repurchasing of shares at above average share price, also destroying 

long-term shareholders value. 

Opposite to the repurchases, dividend is more of a commitment. A commitment of a steady 

dividend leads to low yields in good times, when profits and stocks are high, leading to less 

opportunities of re-investments in equity that is potentially overvalued. However, when profits 

and stocks are low, a steady dividend will imply high yields, given the opportunity of investing in 

potential undervalued equity. This effect might just be a leading factor to why a various array of 

dividend indices outperforms their parent index, as most generally assume reinvesting dividends. 
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Discussion 

In this section, we gather our findings, methods and the means to what we have worked through, 

while writing this thesis. This section should provide overview, reasoning and opinions, upon the 

different relevant sections and subsections touched on in our work.  

 

Empirical findings and early literature  

The main driver for our analysis is our empirical findings. We found evidence of high dividend 

yielding indices, which on average outperform their parent index, on several metrics. This 

verifies earlier finding on the subject of the average high yielding stock outperforming the 

market. We found that this applies both on the array of markets, with different definition of high 

dividend yields and over a longer period of time. MSCI defining a high dividend yield index as 

the top 5 percent yielding securities in the universe, meaning MSCI high dividend yield Europe 

looks that all securities within Europe (the universe for the index). As our data regarding high 

dividend yields indices, only goes back 17-23 years, which could be discussed, if the amount of 

years is, not statistically satisfying, as 17-23 years does not contain enough data to capture the 

large fluctuations that have happened over the last 80 years. We have therefore look at all 

American stocks in a period of 88.5 years (July 1923 to December 2015). This data is not only 

split up in zero dividend and quintiles of dividend yields, but also in periods of equal length of 

time. These two set of data, gives a robustness to our finding, as we not only look at an array of 

markets on different continents, and both developed markets and emerging markets, but also at a 

significant amount of time. These data samples have been used for the analysis and for our 

understanding of how the security markets have evolved over the last 20 years through two crises 

(Financial and IT-bubble). 
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These findings tell us that there is a disconnect in the early literature on the irrelevance of 

dividends by Modigliani and Miller and complimenting literature from Black. Their work argues 

that in the case of their assumptions then shareholder value, should not be affected by the 

dividends. AS investors know future dividend and this should already be reflected in the price of 

the stock, and thereby not creating additional value, Black continues with modification of the 

market assumptions outlined by Modigliani and Miller. Both papers seem to have disconnects as 

to how the markets behave and how investors react to dividends. Modigliani, Miller and Blacks 

work was done some time ago, at a time where taxation of capital gains and dividends was 

different. We assess that despite the change in time and taxation there still is evidence of a 

disconnect of the theory and the evidence of the situation today. The evidence shown by Clemens 

and Johnsen (2016) reproduced in table 3, shows that by sorting data for time periods and 

dividend yield size of American stocks from 1927 to 2015 the dividend policy does seem to 

matter on the shareholder value as, on average all quintiles of dividend yields outperform zero 

yields stocks. Furthermore, as the data shows, there are differences between the excess return 

within the quintiles, as quintile four outperforming all others, this sheds some light on the fact 

that dividends, only matters, and so does the payout policy.  

These findings are in accordance with the criticism of the irrelevance theorem. Just like the 

literature is vast on the academic theories of dividends, so is the literature on the criticism of it. 

Our choice of academic critics of Modigliani and Miller’s irrelevance, is the paper from 

DeAngelo and DeAngelo from 2006. DeAngelo and DeAngelo paper of 2006 provide a great 

review of the earlier theory from Modigliani and Miller. Their papers last remarks on the 

criticism of the irrelevance theorem, is that with new assumption of earnings retention being 

possible, then explanations might be found in the literature of Agency Theory. Our findings 
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suggest that agency costs of free cash flow, might bear some explanatory powers, as to why high 

dividend yielding stocks outperform the market.  

Additionally, in the early literature review, we mention possibility of ex-dividend-day effect. The 

literature on the notion, drives from periods of when there were different tax legislations in the 

US. Making this a subject we do not explore further in our analysis. Clemens and Johnsen (2016) 

concludes on the topic of ex-dividend-day effect, that it might not have any explanatory power. 

Because of the short-term effects ex-dividend-day has, it bears no power to explain the 

outperformance of high dividend yielding stocks long-term.  

Analysis on Tax and Risk 

To answer our research question, of what can be the explanation for the outperformance by high 

dividend yielding stocks, we first seek the answer through two commonly known attempts of 

explanation, Tax and Risk.  

Most available literature on this subject, is research done on the American market, this is due to 

the size and data availability.  In our study of which affect taxes can have as an explaining factor, 

we first had a look on why the answer to lie within this area, in this search. As our main focus is 

on the regards to tax, is the American market, and most analysis with the taxation area being 

American, we started our search with first understanding the historical difference. We quickly 

learned what the legislation of this area is quite complex, and we therefore took most of our 

conclusions from earlier research, as most of them look directly at the fact if the historically 

higher taxation on dividends were leading dividends to outperform the market on gross return It 

was quickly concluded, that the excess return was to high to be explained by taxation alone. As 

the literature was vast on this subject, and most came to the same conclusion, we shifted our 

focus from gross return to net return. We did this in order to variate our research a bit from other 
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literature, furthermore we extended our field, to not only look at the American market. We found 

that for all three high dividend yields indices (US, Europe, Japan), relative to their parent not 

only outperform on total gross return, but also on total net return, and by a significant amount of 

respectively; 1,45 percent point or almost 30 percent over the last 17 years for US, 1,61 percent 

points or almost 25 percent over the last 22 years for EU, and 3,08 percent points or almost nine 

times better over the last 23 years for Japan. Even if there might be some truth of taxation having 

an effect on the total gross return, the outperformance of these three MSCI high dividend yield 

indices, tells a story of something else. We are aware of, our sample size on net return being 

relatively small, but we think that due to our selection of indices from three different continents, 

and the fact the MSCI high dividend yield indices contain 5 percent of the highest dividend 

yielding securities within their universe, helps offset the fact that we could have looked at many 

more indices to get a better trend. Part of the explanation for this might lie in the effects of tax 

clienteles, where corporations actively suit their dividend policy according to a certain tax-

bracket, thereby making the dividend more valuable, than for the general investor. 

Analyzing our empirical findings in terms of risk being an explanatory factor yielded that, the 

performance of high dividend yielding indices was better while also bearing less risk. The fact 

that high dividend yielding indices bear less risk, while outperforming their parent index, proved 

that high dividend yielding stocks experienced the notion of the beta puzzle. Despite having both 

lower beta, volatility and Sharpe-ratios, high dividend yielding indices seem to experience better 

performance on average by 2,41 percent. Measures we used in our analysis consists of beta, 

volatility and the Sharpe-ratio. We believe these measures to be sufficient for us to use, and to be 

able to compare data across index and time. Beta values are lower than that of the respective 

parent index for all high dividend yielding index. This lower beta provides us with evidence that 

the change in the market, will affect high dividend indices, less than that of the parent index. The 
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study on the S&P 500 dividend aristocrats showed that in down months of the S&P 500 standard, 

the Dividend aristocrats experienced 71,05 percent outperformance. This could have been a great 

study, to further educate ourselves, on the other indices in the scope of our thesis. Measures such 

as alpha and R-squared, might also have benefitted us, but with the data at hand, the other 

measures risk seemed appropriate for us to calculate. Alpha represents risk relative to that of a 

benchmark (benchmark could be another index etc.). This measure could also be relevant for our 

studies on risks. R-squared, calculates how much of an investment movement is explained by a 

movement of another investment/benchmark. This move is also the correlation to its benchmark. 

Earlier studies on dividend stocks found that the standard beta-coefficient capital asset pricing 

models fails to predict dividend yielding stocks. The fact that the standard prediction model 

seems to lack the ability to predict correctly and the high dividend yielding indices outperforming 

the market, points to some deeper explanation than risk to explain for their performance. On the 

topic of Maximum Drawdown our findings actually show that the high dividend yielding indices 

was on average only 3,02 percent points better. Although, high dividend yield indices of world, 

Europe, and USA had bigger drawdown. To complement our research on the risk factors, 

research in the changes of the relative sector weights in each index after the crisis could provide 

some usable evidence. That might help shed more light on the reasons for this crisis measure to 

vary a lot for our observations. Of course, we have to take into account that our relatively short 

range of data might not give us the true image of dividend investing. The metrics we use to 

measure the risk, should help us to explore if risk actually bear any explanatory powers. All three 

measure are being compared with the respective parent index, but only compared within the 

small sample size. Our findings might have yielded a different result, if we had a much larger 

sample size, but due to limitations, the sample in this thesis involves six indices, which we 

acknowledge to still be indicative of the high dividend yield market. 
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After our analysis on risk and tax and their possible explanations for the performance we move 

on to agency theory. With this move to agency theory, we also change our view from investor 

creating and controlling return through taxation and risk-profile, to emphasize the corporation 

and thereby how agency costs might be relevant in explaining the performance of high dividend 

yielding indices.  

Quality, Value and Low-volatility 

Before our discussion of the possible explanatory powers that lies within agency costs, we shortly 

discuss “dividend investing” and what insight this may give us on what makes high dividend 

yielding stock a good investment, and how this can be related to agency theory. Given figure X 

dividend investing is a mixture of low-volatility and traditional value investing, with a high-

quality rating. Quality is here taken form as earnings, sustainable dividends, and the amount the 

dividend pays out. In this context, paying sustainable dividends, is seen as a commitment from 

the management, to satisfy the investors. The research used found evidence that there is a 

positive relation between increase in dividend yield and the reaction of the investors. This 

commitment factor seems to not only positively affect the belief of future earnings, but also affect 

the credibility of the financial disclosures, in line with agency cost theory. This commitment 

factor, might be related to the value added through agency costs.  

We believe that this commitment effect, could be very interesting subject for more research. 

Research on this could be done through low yielding versus high yielding companies, with 

qualitative data from both management and shareholders, and try to establish what makes up this 

commitment factor. This trust and belief in the corporation, created by the dividend and the 

dividend policy seem to have great effect on the future of the business.  

In the period of 1997 to 2000, we found that the market experience huge increases in growth, 

where the high dividend yield indices, did not experience same amounts of growth. MSCI indices 
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world and Europe experienced growth double of that of the respective high dividend yield 

indices. Leading us to believe that in times of overconfidence and bubbles in the stock market, 

high dividend yielding stocks, tend not to be as overvalued as standard indices. 

Earlier Studies found that dividend yielding companies are less likely to report losses. We only 

used one reference of literature on the subject of quality for dividend yielding stocks. Broadening 

our horizon on the subject could have resulted in another analysis of dividends, but the lack of 

using other research, might give our conclusions less credibility. We use the research done on the 

field of quality of dividends and earnings, but it might be data snooping, hence it describes 

exactly what we expect it to describe.  

Dividend investment strategies seem to bear a blend of value stocks and growth stocks, and is 

overlapping with the value investing strategies. The research on the S&P 500 dividend 

aristocrats, shows the relative weight of value stocks versus growth stocks for a period of 17 

years. Unfortunately, we do not have the same data available for the other indices in our sample. 

We believe this research could be very beneficial, to create better knowledge of where the indices 

differentiate and whether or not the majority is investing in value or growth strategies. The 

knowledge of the relative weight of value versus growth stocks, could also help us identify and 

investigate if agency costs are related to specific companies or entire indices. The research from 

S&P 500 dividend aristocrats ten-year period was from 1999 to 2015, maybe the burst of the IT-

bubble led the index to weighted more towards the value stocks. And then the movement towards 

an equilibrium of value and growth, might suggest a mean reversion, going back to the equally 

weighted investing, we cannot say anything with certainty. The literature we use, does seem to 

somewhat favor value investing, Fuller et. al. (1993) and Fama and French (1992) both favored 

the value investing strategy. Complementing our research could be done through inclusion of 

literature NOT in favor of value investment strategies.  
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Dividend investing showed overlapping with that of value investing, so does it with that of low-

volatility investment strategies. The beta puzzle and low-volatility investment strategy, share the 

same attributes, in outperforming higher beta portfolios. Frazzini and Pedersen's (2014) work 

concluded that low-volatility investing, in an “real world” scenario of different types of 

constraints, still outperformed higher beta portfolios, with their betting against beta factor model. 

This research was done for stocks in general, thus we cannot extrapolate the entirety of their 

research and attach it to high dividend yielding stocks as well. But we believe there to be value to 

the notion of the betting against beta, hence to vast similarities high dividend yielding stocks 

experience with the ones of low-volatility investments. The findings from the earlier research 

combined with our own ETF comparison, seem to verify, that low-volatility- and dividend 

investment strategies are similar in accordance with Figure 2.     

We believe our ETF comparison brings some verification of the overlapping, but it could have 

been studied much deeper, but due to time limitation, this was left out. We do feel, though that a 

deeper study of the low-volatility ETFs and then compared with the performance of high 

dividend yielding indices, could bring more insight to the performance of high dividend yielding 

stocks. This might result in many of the low-volatility ETFs actually including dividend stocks, 

might be a discrete verification of better managed companies, experiencing less volatility. 
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Agency costs 

Our focus in regard to agency costs, have been mainly focused on the three usages of the 

corporation's free cash flow, mergers and acquisitions, buybacks, and dividends, and how these 

affect agency costs.  The shortcomings of the assumptions, that is fundamental to financial 

theories, seem to be causing a disconnect between theories and reality. The empirical evidence 

shows us, that there is such a disconnect, when the reality without these assumptions looks 

different than the theories describe them. Principal agency theory has shown to be more and more 

valuable, the higher the free cash flow is. This theory builds upon the assumption that as humans, 

we are assumed to maximize our own personal wealth as part of rational behavior. But is this 

really the truth? we think it is important to question this, as it might just a liberal way of thinking 

associated to America, and not more socialistic countries? Even though this is worth asking, it is 

not part of our thesis, and we ourselves rely upon Jensen and Meckling’s theory of agency cost, 

which is defined as all cost related to the agent for the principal, and this includes everything 

from monitoring mechanisms to the residual loss, due to bad strategic decision from the agent. As 

long as there is a principal agent relationship, agency cost is present, and it cannot be removed, 

only minimized. This is due to the fact that not two people are alike, and one individual's view on 

optimal usage might not match others. The most effective way of reducing agency cost is through 

incentives, this can both be of intrinsic and extrinsic values, what matters is that the principal 

know how to motivate the agent.  

In regard to mergers and acquisition it seems so that the most essential problem is timing. We 

found that the number of acquisitions are less subject to fluctuation than the value of them. Is 

data indicating that the average price is heavily dependent on the state of the world economy, 

when growth and revenues are high, so are the prices, and the competition. The timing and the 

agent's ability of assessing the right price, synergies, and future growth potential, of which relate 
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to overconfidence, is therefore essential for the principal, since if just one of these parameters are 

wrong then it can lead to substantial increase in agency cost. Overconfidence might be a good 

characteristic to have within the sales force, but within the management team, overconfidence 

can be value destroying. As seen in the O.-K Hope and W. B. Thomas (2007) paper, 70-90 

percent of all acquisitions fail to meet the initial belief on the value for the acquisition. If this is 

due to overconfidence or managers building up empires is not for us to say. This is why 

incentives are so important in relation to agency cost, because as a principal you want the 

business to grow, but not at any cost, and only to optimal size. But what exactly the optimal size 

is, can be hard to identify as a principal, and mechanisms of monitoring is therefore important. 

An agent should be measured on sales, as growth in profits, typically derives from increasing 

revenue, but if sales are the measurement in focus, this might invoke the agents to building 

empires, which is not desirable for the principal. Mergers and acquisition can due to its flexibility 

in regard to the free cash flow, therefore be seen as highly costly for the principle. As in order to 

minimize overconfidence and empire building, a vast amount of bonding and monitoring 

mechanisms are required which increases the agency cost. It is clear that in order to minimize one 

of the elements of agency cost, other elements are destined to increase, in regard to mergers and 

acquisition. 

The use of buyback programs decreases the flexibility of the managers control over the free cash 

flow, which in theory should lower the agency cost in more than one way. Buyback problems 

should require less effort of monitoring, and create less flexibility with cash. The data shows that 

the trend of buyback follows the general world economy. It is clear to see that when times are 

good, the amount of share repurchases increases, and the opposite effect is seen when times are 

bad. This indicates that most repurchases are made when prices are high, and even though 

companies might have larger amounts of free cash flow, does not justify the need for repurchases 
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as this should be done when management believe that the share is undervalued. Repurchasing 

large amounts of expensive share, and small amounts of cheap share, could indicate that in 

general companies repurchases shares at above fair value, causing it to destroy more value than it 

creates. If this is due to management incompetence, or principals incentivizing this behavior is 

unclear, but it is clear that a manager can be compensated via stock option or similar stock 

programs, meaning the company must hold a certain amount in order to reward them, therefore 

being forced to repurchase expensive, as most bonuses must be met in economic upswings. This 

effect could also be created by measuring managers on earnings per share, thus giving them 

incentive to repurchase shares if their target is not met, as decreasing the number of shares 

increases the earnings per share, therefore making it possible for managers to game the 

incentives. Even though share repurchase programs might make the managers control over the 

free cash flow less flexible, it does not come without its flaws and agency cost, as shares 

generally are purchased above fair value, share repurchases should on average generate more cost 

than value, but maybe less cost than mergers and acquisition, making it more attractive. A 

positive note on share repurchases is that they can help indicate that the company is able to 

generate enough excess cash to finance repurchases, thereby making the share attractive for 

potential investors, increasing demand, and thereby prices.  

Dividends is the most committing of the three usages of the free cash flow, and therefore also the 

least flexible, in terms of manager’s decision rights over the free cash flow. In accordance of 

Figures 4,5, and 6. it shows that the tendencies of dividends are less volatile than both of that of 

buybacks and value of acquisitions. This tells us that dividends seem to have less covariance with 

the fluctuations of the world economy. This is also present for the S&P 500 dividend aristocrats. 

They outperformed the standard index significantly in a down periods and while in up periods, 

they only underperformed slightly. This effect can be seen as a down turn protection. The fact 
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that, investors see dividends will lead to subsequent increase in share price if higher yield of 

dividends is announced, while the investors will punish the company with large cuts in share 

prices if such commitment is not met. Giving management incentives to maintain current 

dividend yield, and only increase it, if it is sustainable. This will in turn lower the cost of 

monitoring for the principal, as the market will make sure that in most cases dividend yields are 

not affected negatively, and managers not willing to take large cuts in share price. There is 

always costs related to a principal agent relationship, but dividends seem to create less costs, 

when compared to the two alternatives presented. Meaning that some cost is avoidable, while 

others, can be minimized with the through monitoring or simply giving managers less flexibility 

and therefore less power over company profits. There is also some evidence in regard to the 

importance of the dividend yield itself, as seen in the empirical data. The worst performing 

dividend quintile is the lowest 20 percent, hereafter we see a steady increase till quintile 4 is 

reached, where we see quintile 5 realizing lower average return then quintile 4. This could 

indicate the investors do not reward low dividend yields, as they might not see this as of high 

quality. The same tendency might be related to the decrease in return from quintile 4 to 5, this 

might be due to investors being critical on too high yields, as they might not be long-term 

sustainable. 
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Conclusion 

 
In the search for answers related to our research question, we found that three main factors sticks 

out, and one empowering the other in form of providing better understanding to our findings and 

how these can be related to our research question, thereby creating a link between the three, 

together giving a higher explanation. 

 

RESEARCH QUESTION: 

Why have average high dividend yielding stock created a better return than that of the respective 

parent index, when Modigliani and Miller’s theory concludes that dividends are irrelevant.  

We found the explanatory factors behind this performance of the dividend yielding stocks to be: 

Lower agency cost, due to less flexibility of the free cash flow for the managers. 

The higher perceived quality, gained through agency costs. 

Lower risk, through the gained higher quality. 

In explaining the cause of the better performance of high dividend yielding stocks, we found 

agency costs to be relevant in trying to explain this. Agency costs gives us a framework that 

looks to the management of companies, through the aspects agency theory. 

 

Lower agency cost, due to less flexibility of the free cash flow for the managers. 

In our analysis, it became clear that the flexibility of the free cash flow, is essential when it 

comes to agency cost, in regard to our three alternative usages of the free cash flow. 
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Figure 7 – illustration of flexibility of free cash flow for alternatives. 

 

 

Data: Own illustration. 

 

This illustration shows the relative amount of flexibility of the free cash flow, indicated by the 

blue area, within the three alternative usages of the free cash flow. Mergers and acquisition, 

shows full flexibility, of the free cash flow, because there is NO commitment from the 

management to the investors. This degree of flexibility, can invoke empire building and other bad 

investments, not in line with the interest of the principal. Thereby increasing agency costs, not 

only through residual losses, but also through the increase in costs through monitoring, bonding 

and other incentive schemes.  

The illustration for buybacks, is indicated that there is less flexibility of the free cash flow, when 

managers initiate buyback programs. The striped area indicates that this restriction on the 

flexibility, when initiating a buyback program, is lower than that of mergers and acquisitions, but 

not as committed as dividends. Even though the buyback program is initiated, and managers 

therefore has less flexibility of the free cash flow, there are still agency costs related to buybacks. 

For instance, we found evidence that the average stock repurchase, is higher than that of the fair 
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valuation of the stock, due to most buybacks are realized in economic upswing. In relation to 

other agency costs, the incentivizing of management with an EPS performance measure, might 

lead to gaming, where management initiate expensive buybacks, in order to reach EPS goals. 

The agency costs rise with the overpayment of the buybacks, as the buyback on average are 

bought above fair value, in turn making it even more expensive. Buybacks should in theory be 

done only to signal to the market, that management find the stock undervalued, related to 

expectations of future earnings. Incentive schemes on EPS as a performance measure, can 

therefore invoke irrational behavior in regard to repurchasing shares at above fair value, in order 

for the managers to reach incentive target. 

Dividends has in our illustration, the same flexibility for the free cash flow, as a company that 

initiate in a buyback program. The level of commitment is indicated via the white color in the 

illustration, the bold coloring expressing higher levels of commitment pertaining dividends, while 

stripes expresses less for buybacks. The only difference between buybacks and dividends, being 

the level of commitment the management extends to the investors. Historically a commitment in 

buybacks does not seem to indicate expectations for future earnings, as they are seen as a means 

for short-term commitment, as the possible size of a buyback the following year, is uncertain. 

Whereas paying dividends are seen as a long-term commitment as investors expect at least the 

same levels of dividends, in the following years. This difference in commitment levels, 

incentivizes the managers to maintain levels of dividend payout to that of the expectations of the 

investors. If this commitment fails, this might be punished through large cuts in share price. This 

commitment and the incentives provided for the managers, through dividends, incentivizes them 

to maintain levels of dividends, therefore giving them less flexibility of the free cash flow. The 

lacking flexibility and dividends are seen as a tool for controlling management for principal, 

while lowering the costs of the agent.  
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The higher perceived quality, gained through agency costs.   

Our analysis found that dividend paying companies are less likely to report losses, and if such 

losses are being reported, the underlying cause is then of non-recurring items. This and the fact 

that companies within the high dividend yield indices, are less prone to be overvalued, hence the 

sustaining of dividends signals quality of the earnings and the overall quality of the company. 

Not only are companies less prone to be overvalued, they are also seen as less likely to disclose 

untruthful financial reports.  

Lower risk, through the gained higher quality. 

Our empirical findings shows that the risk pertaining to high dividend yielding indices are lower 

than that of the market. On average our observations showed to perform better, while still 

obtaining lower risk, measured through various metrics used. We found that, risk on its own, 

cannot explain this outperformance of the market. This seems to be in accordance with earlier 

studies, that found predicting models to lack the ability of predicting dividends yielding stocks 

precisely. These models are beta-coefficient models, and can therefore not explain the 

outperformance, based solely on the factor of risk.  

The notion of lower-beta portfolios outperforming higher-beta portfolios, has its similarities with 

the notion of the beta-puzzle, and dividend investments. We can therefore conclude that some 

evidence of the beta-puzzle, might have some correlation with the outperformance of the market. 

Providing us with a small amount of explanatory power, but to how much is hard to define. We 

acknowledge it, to be a factor of the better performance, and believe that risk alone, as an 

explanation, needs to be researched further. We attribute this lower risk, to be gained by the 

qualities, gained by the commitments of dividend, and the agency costs relating to the better 

performance of the high dividend yielding indices. 
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Exhibits 

Exhibits 1. Sector weights 

MSCI World high dividend yield 
 

  

Financials 10,58%

IT  8,98%

Energy  8,12%

Telecom 8,17%

Consumer staples  20%

Consumer 
discretionary  7,59%

Real estate  1,19%

Materials  5,39%

Industrials  8,76%

Utilities  8,16%

Health care 14,97%

Sector weights: MSCI Wolrd High Dividend Yield 

Financials 10,58% IT  8,98% Energy  8,12%

Telecom 8,17% Consumer staples  20% Consumer discretionary  7,59%

Real estate  1,19% Materials  5,39% Industrials  8,76%

Utilities  8,16% Health care 14,97%
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MSCI USA high dividend yield 

 

  

Consumer staples  
23,11%

IT  20,42%

Healthcare  15,54%

Utilities  8,99%

Consumer 
discretionary  6,58%

Energy  6,18%

industrials  5,95%

Financials  5,06%
Telecom  4,56%

Materials  3,59%

Sector weights: MSCI USA High Dividend Yield

Consumer staples  23,11% IT  20,42% Healthcare  15,54%

Utilities  8,99% Consumer discretionary  6,58% Energy  6,18%

industrials  5,95% Financials  5,06% Telecom  4,56%

Materials  3,59%
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MSCI Japan high dividend yield 

 

  

Consumer staples  
5,68%

IT  13,26%

Healthcare  5,54%

Real estate  2,93%

Consumer 
discretionary  35,89%

Financials  4,72%

industrials 14,06%

Telecom  15,29%
Materials  2,62%

Sector weights: MSCI Japan High Dividend Yield

Consumer staples  5,68% IT  13,26% Healthcare  5,54%

Real estate  2,93% Consumer discretionary  35,89% Financials  4,72%

industrials 14,06% Telecom  15,29% Materials  2,62%
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MSCI Emerging Markets high dividend yield 

 

  

Financials 41,7%

IT  13,68%

Energy  11,26%

Telecom 8,17%

Consumer staples  
7,33%

Consumer 
discretionary  6,13%

Real estate  4,04%
Materials  3,96% Industrials  2,49% Utilities  0,87%

Health care 0,39%

Sector weights: MSCI Emerging Markets High 
Dividend Yield

Financials 41,7% IT  13,68% Energy  11,26%

Telecom 8,17% Consumer staples  7,33% Consumer discretionary  6,13%

Real estate  4,04% Materials  3,96% Industrials  2,49%

Utilities  0,87% Health care 0,39%
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MSCI Europe high dividend yield 

 

  

Consumer staples  
5,75%

IT  4,33%

Healthcare  10,28%

Utilities  13,62%

Consumer 
discretionary  13,30%Energy  7,69%

industrials  3,81%

Financials  35,26%

Telecom  4,33% Materials  5,96%

Sector weights: MSCI Europe High Dividend Yield

Consumer staples  5,75% IT  4,33% Healthcare  10,28%

Utilities  13,62% Consumer discretionary  13,30% Energy  7,69%

industrials  3,81% Financials  35,26% Telecom  4,33%

Materials  5,96%
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S&P 500 dividend aristocrats 

 

 

Consumer staples  
25,4%

Industrials  17,5%

Health care  14,6%

Consumer 
discretionary  11,7%

Materials  9,9%

Financials  9,9%

Energy  3,5%
Utilities  2%

IT 1,9% Telecom 1,8% Real estate

Sector weights: S&P 500 Dividend aristocrats

Consumer staples  25,4% Industrials  17,5% Health care  14,6%

Consumer discretionary  11,7% Materials  9,9% Financials  9,9%

Energy  3,5% Utilities  2% IT 1,9%

Telecom 1,8% Real estate



Exhibits 2 

Evidence of overvaluation 
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Exhibit 3. 

MSCI world data 

 WORLD HIGH DIVIDEND YIELD INDEX GROSS RETURNS         

    

Annualized std. 
Dev.  Sharpe-Ratio Max - Drawdown  

 Beta 
Tracking 
Error Turnover 3-yr 5-yr 10-yr 3-yr 5-yr 10-yr since 1995  % year-mm-dd <-> year-mm-dd  

MSCI World 
HDY 0,91 5,64 20,32 10,02 10,81 17,12 0,48 0,85 0,26 0,48 62,9 2007-10-31 <-> 2009-03-09  

World 1 0 2,34 10,64 10,95 16,54 0,58 0,9 0,31 0,36 57,46 2007-10-31 <-> 2009-03-09  

                

                

                

 WORLD HIGH DIVIDEND YIELD INDEX NET RETURNS         

    

Annualized std. 
Dev.  Sharpe-Ratio Max - Drawdown  

 Beta 
Tracking 
Error Turnover 3-yr 5-yr 10-yr 3-yr 5-yr 10-yr since 1995  % year-mm-dd <-> year-mm-dd  

MSCI World 
HDY 0,91 5,63 20,32 9,99 10,81 17,1 0,39 0,77 0,21 0,48 63,38 2007-10-31 <-> 2009-03-09  

World 1 0 2,34 10,63 10,95 16,53 0,53 0,85 0,28 0,36 57,82 2007-10-31 <-> 2009-03-09  
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MSCI USA data 

               

 USA HIGH DIVIDEND YIELD INDEX GROSS RETURNS        

    

Annualized std. 
Dev.  Sharpe-Ratio Max - Drawdown 

 Beta 
Tracking 
Error Turnover 3-yr 5-yr 10-yr 3-yr 5-yr 10-yr 

since 
1995  % year-mm-dd <-> year-mm-dd 

MSCI USA 
HDY 0,91 5,64 20,32 10,02 10,81 17,12 0,48 0,85 0,26 0,48 62,9 2007-10-31 <-> 2009-03-09 

USA 1 0 2,34 10,64 10,95 16,54 0,58 0,9 0,31 0,36 57,46 2007-10-31 <-> 2009-03-09 

               

               

 USA HIGH DIVIDEND YIELD INDEX NET RETURNS         

    

Annualized std. 
Dev.  Sharpe-Ratio Max - Drawdown 

 Beta 
Tracking 
Error Turnover 3-yr 5-yr 10-yr 3-yr 5-yr 10-yr 

since 
1995  % year-mm-dd <-> year-mm-dd 

MSCI USA 
HDY 0,77 6,88 18,6 9,4 9,43 14,23 1,07 0,85 0,51 0,43 56,16 2007-10-09 <-> 2009-03-05 

USA 1 0 2,42 10,64 10,26 15,34 0,89 1,29 0,45 0,3 55,36 2007-10-09 <-> 2009-03-09 
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MSCI Europe data 

 EUROPE HIGH DIVIDEND YIELD INDEX GROSS RETURNS        

    

Annualized std. 
Dev.  Sharpe-Ratio Max - Drawdown 

 Beta Tracking Error Turnover 3-yr 5-yr 10-yr 3-yr 5-yr 10-yr since 1995  % year-mm-dd <-> year-mm-dd 

MSCI 
Europe HDY 0,96 5,53 38,6 12,46 14,36 21,15 

-
0,03 0,49 0,09 0,41 68,45 2007-10-31 <-> 2009-03-09 

Europe  1 0 1,85 12,89 14,35 20,48 
-

0,04 0,48 0,12 0,32 62,72 2007-10-31 <-> 2009-03-09 

               

               

               

 EUROPE HIGH DIVIDEND YIELD INDEX NET RETURNS        

    

Annualized std. 
Dev.  Sharpe-Ratio Max - Drawdown 

 Beta Tracking Error Turnover 3-yr 5-yr 10-yr 3-yr 5-yr 10-yr since 1995  % year-mm-dd <-> year-mm-dd 

MSCI 
Europe HDY 0,96 5,52 38,6 12,38 14,36 21,12 

-
0,08 0,44 0,05 0,38 68,7 2007-10-31 <-> 2009-03-09 

Europe  1 0 1,85 12,86 14,37 20,45 
-

0,08 0,43 0,09 0,29 62,99 2007-10-31 <-> 2009-03-09 
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MSCI Japan data 

 JAPAN HIGH DIVIDEND YIELD INDEX GROSS RETURNS        

    

Annualized std. 
Dev.  Sharpe-Ratio Max - Drawdown 

 Beta Tracking Error Turnover 3-yr 5-yr 10-yr 3-yr 5-yr 10-yr since 1994  % year-mm-dd <-> year-mm-dd 

Japan HDY 0,8 8,79 39,14 12,56 12,8 14,33 0,75 0,71 0,27 0,13 44,84 2007-02-27 <-> 2009-03-10 

Japan 1 0 3,1 12,94 13,48 15,72 0,52 0,56 0,07 -0,04 60,35 2000-03-31 <-> 2003-04-28 

               

               

               

 JAPAN HIGH DIVIDEND YIELD INDEX NET RETURNS        

    

Annualized std. 
Dev.  Sharpe-Ratio Max - Drawdown 

 Beta Tracking Error Turnover 3-yr 5-yr 10-yr 3-yr 5-yr 10-yr since 1994  % year-mm-dd <-> year-mm-dd 

Japan HDY 0,8 8,79 39,14 12,59 12,88 14,34 0,72 0,68 0,25 0,11 45,02 2007-02-27 <-> 2009-03-10 

Japan 1 0 3,1 12,94 13,47 15,72 0,49 0,54 0,06 -0,05 60,58 2000-03-31 <-> 2003-04-28 
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MSCI Emerging Markets data 

               

 EMERGING MARKETS HIGH DIVIDEND YIELD INDEX GROSS RETURNS      

    

Annualized std. 
Dev.  Sharpe-Ratio Max - Drawdown 

 Beta 
Tracking 
Error Turnover 3-yr 5-yr 10-yr 3-yr 5-yr 10-yr 

since 
1995  % year-mm-dd <-> year-mm-dd 

EM High 
dividend 

yield 0,93 5,13 29,75 17,24 16,12 22,58 0,03 0,03 0,29 0,59 57,7 2008-05-19 <-> 2008-10-27 

EM  1 0 6,63 16,11 15,33 23,49 0,15 0,13 0,21 0,45 65,14 2007-10-29 <-> 2008-10-27 

               

               

               

 EMERGING MARKETS HIGH DIVIDEND YIELD INDEX NET RETURNS      

    

Annualized std. 
Dev.  Sharpe-Ratio Max - Drawdown 

 Beta 
Tracking 
Error Turnover 3-yr 5-yr 10-yr 3-yr 5-yr 10-yr 

since 
1995  % year-mm-dd <-> year-mm-dd 

EM high 
dividend 

yield 0,93 5,12 29,75 17,22 16,11 22,57 -0,01 -0,01 0,26 0,57 57,87 2008-05-19 <-> 2008-10-27 

EM 1 0 6,63 16,11 15,33 23,49 0,13 0,11 0,19 0,44 65,25 2007-10-29 <-> 2008-10-27 

               
 

 


